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EIGHT COMMUNITIES HOLD TOWN MEETINGS

ssuperinwnaent oi iscbooin Harold Miggln, standing, outlines the new school budget to citizens of
L'nion during the all-day annual meeting in that town Monday. Site of the once a year gathering was
the Thompson Memorial Building. Seated before W’iggin are the town’s three selectmen, all re-elected.
They are Elmer Savage, Linwood Hilt and J. K. Danforth. The hall’s bleachers were filled with students
from the high school sitting in on the meeting as part of their history, government and civics studies.

Mrs. Rose Goldschmidt of North Appleton, elected for her seventh term as town clerk during Mon
day morning’s annual meeting in Appleton, passes the beans to the town’s new third selectman, Norman
Clark. In the center is Mrs. Linnabel Sprowl, -newly elected school comniitteewoman. She succeeds her
mother-in-law, Mrs. Elizabeth Sprowl. Clark served on the board of selectmen in 1952. The above scene
took place during the luncheon recess of the five and one-half ho\ir meeting. The lunch was served in
the Community Hall.
Photo by McKeon

APPLETON VOTES TO CLOSE ITS

LITTLE RED SCHOOL HOUSE AND
HOLDS TOWN COSTS DOWN
There is no prospect of a tax
jump in Appleton this year for citi
zens held appropriations to $29,582
Monday as they met in Community
Hall with Rev. John Beauregarde
serving as moderator. The in
crease was $1,054 over last year
with an added $2,800 being allotted
from excise tax income budget at-;
counts.
The little red schoolhouse (and
it is really red) in North Appleton
has come to the end of its days, j
Citizens of the town voted to close
it and transport the 22 students
attending to the high school build
ing in Appleton Village.
Residents of North Appleton had
previously met in two Sessions,
fhe outcome of which was agree
ment to move the students to the
village five miles away.
The
school served grades one through
eight.
No decision was made as to the
disposal of the school building.
The school budget this year
totaled $15,000 against $13,000 last
year.
When the commercial
course was instituted in thc high
school last year, thc town drew
heavily on surplus funds to set up
the course.
One hnudred and fifty persons
attended
the
meeting
which
started at 10 a. m. and recessed
an hour at noon foi a town meet
ing dinner and resumed delibera
tions at 1 o'clock. The session
closed at 4.30.
One new selectman joined the
board of town fathers in thc per
son of tforman Clark who supplant
ed Kenneth Demuth. Returned to
thc board were Malcolm Stark and
Lawrence E. Whitney.
Mrs. Rose Goldschmidt was
again elected town clerk and Les
lie J. Hall as town treasurer.
Mrs. Linnabel Sprowl joined the
school committee for a three year
term and Earl Sprowl was con
tinued in his position as tax col
lector.

Three road commissioners were
appointed with Seceltman Whitney
and Stark being named, together
with Alton Pease.
In previous
years the Selectmen had served as
road commissioners.
I
Constables of the town are Earl
Paxman and Keith Mink with Pax- ■
man being new to the office.
' J
Selectmen were empowered to
select and appoint a committtee to
work with the school board to
study the educational needs of the
community and to prepare a
written report to the public.
Appointed to a budget committee
to present its recommendations to
the 19"8 town meeting were: Mrs.
Esther Keating. Harvey Gurney,
Richard l inscott. Charles Miller.
MacKensie Williams. Earl Sprowl,
Earl Paxman. Elwin Mank and
Earl Norwood.
Appropriations
The budget included $2,300 for
town officers’ salaries: town ex
penses, $900: street lights. $306:
forest fires. $100; Volunteer Fire
Department. $500, this was an in
crease of $250 over the recom
mended figure.
Support of the poor. $1 000; child
innoculation and vaccination, $100:
aid to dependent children. $600:
school hot lunch program, $300;
an increase or $100 over the rec
ommended figure.
School repairs. $750. an increase
of $250 over that recommended;
library. $150; Community Hall.
$300; public health nursing. $75;
town dump. $50; Dutch Elm di
sease control. $100.
The community voted down an
appropriation of $181 for Knox
County General Hospital.
Voters declined to raise $400 for
work with the state in White Pine
Blister Rust control and agreed to
enter into a 10 year contract with
Central Maine Power Company
for street lights.

Payson Returned

As Chairman of
Warren Board
Warren selectmen held their first
meeting Fi iday evening and Mer
rill Payson was again elected
chairman of the board while
James Kinney, Sr., was initiated
into the mysteries of selectman
duties.
A card with all signatures was
mailed to Benjamin Barbour at
Knox Count>r General Hospital,
who is the other newly elected
member of the board, and whose
presence at the meetings is being
looked forward to.
Appointments made were: Sur
veyors of lumber, Willis Vinal,
Walter Starrett, Leland Overlock, ’
Kenneth Elwell, Joseph Robbins '
!
and T. J. Carroll.
Surveyors of wood and bark, ,
Willis Vinal and Chester Wallace. !
Sealer of weights and measures, i
Charles Overlock, Sr.
Tree warden, Vernon Jorden.
Undertake!, Phillips Simmons.
1
Fire chief, Richard Butler.
|
Constables, Charles Overlook. Sr. i
Percy Bowley and Merrill Payson.
Sextons, Roland Berry, L. Frecmont Tolman and Hollis Libby.
Fence viewers and field drivers,
Arthur Burgess, Miles Leach and
Paul Dillaway.

Photo by McKeon
A familiar figure, John Leach, a ballot box tender for the past 64
years in Camden, watches another town election worker William Reed,
deposit his ballot during Monday afternoon’s elections in that town.
Leach, who came to Camden in 1888, is 86 years old.
>

Camden Voters Go Above Recommendations

Of Budget Committee In Three Instances To

Arrive At Total Of $376,443.35
Camden voted its highest bud

history Monday evening
when appropriations of $376,443.35
get in

were given approval. The ineVeaJse
of $36,000 over last year's figures
promises a tax rate now estima
ted at 70 mills.
In balloting held in the after
noon for town officers, 711 citi
zens cast ballots.
The community paid tribute to
a beloved teacher, the late Mary
E. Taylor, in changing the nanv
of the Knowlton Street School to
the Mary E. Taylor Grade School
Building. She was for many years
principal of the school.
Miss Taylor taught in the Cam
den school system from 1917 to
1953, a span of 36 years.
The
town report was dedicated to her
also.
Under Article 27, it was deter
mined that the deciding of the
article, which concerned a gift to
Knox County General Hospital,
under the Australian ballot in
afternoon voting was not proper.

Lost Monday Night In Bitter 45 Minute

Exchange And Balloting At St. George
Clark Island Schools, which have
actually been closed some, weeks,
were quickly approved.
At the introduction of Article 41.
Douglas Anderson, spokesman foi
the Citizens Committee in Port
Clyde which has fought the clos
ing of the Port Clyde School, put
a motion through to keep the
school open.
In the discussions which fol
lowed, Anderson demanded that.
Superintendent of Schools Keith
Crockett give his reasons for
wanting to close the village
school. He said that he wanted
to know this on behalf of the citi-

Most Wank'd Guhnrdine

THOMASTON OFFICIALS STUDY WAY
There's an

unmistakable elegance
about Alligator Gold Label that's
made this luxurious all wool
worsted gabardine the coat men
wear and enjoy most. In just-theright weight for comfort, and
water repellent processed, you 11
live in Gold Label . . .
rain, sun, cold!

Other Alligator Coats $9.50-$25.?5

GREGORY'S
CLOSED WEDNESDAYS
AFTER 12.30 P. M.

TO ELIMINATE TRAFFIC HAZARD
ON LURA LIBBY SCHOOL GROUNDS
A committee of Thomaston
school and town officials met Sun
day night at the Town Office with
the three member Park Commis
sion when a rotary traffic propsoal
w’as made for the area in front of
thc Lura Libby School to eliminate
the traffic hazard for children.
The committee proposed a route
leading off Star road, running to
the school, crossing in front of
the* entrance and looping around to
meet itself in a rotary layout. This
road would not touch the present
driveway that runs to the left of
the building and in back.
The students and infrequent
commercial vehicles would still
use the present road while the new
road would be used by other school
traffic.
Thomn«ton rltlrena hive de

OFFICERS; RAISE BUDGET OF
$72,720.45 FOR A RECORD

manded the elimination of the
hazard in that area caused by
traffic using the present road
while children are walking to and
from thy elementary school.
The new road would run to the
right of the swamp area used as
a skating rink and loop in a
circle in front of the school build
ing.
The loop would be restricted to
one way traffic.
Attending the meeting was Su
perintendent of Schools Orville J.
Guptill, Jr., Dr. K. R. Moss of the
school committee. Town Manager
Leon Fitts, PTA President John
Morrison, and Bow'doin Grafton,
Ralph Cushing and Mrs. Margaret
Melgard of the Park Commission.
The proposal was taken under
eon’Pion

Thieves Enter
Two Bakeries and

The town budget approved at I Union Monday resulted in a rise Lamb's Cleaners
, of $7,688.75 over last year for a
Rockland Police reported two
total of $72,720.45.
Last year’s breaks into Rockland bakeries and
budget amounted to $65,031.70. one attempted, but unsuccessful,
Both figures arc minus the county bieak into a dry cleaning shop
tax.
over the weekend.
Curtis Payson served as mod
Saturday morning. John Harris,
erator for the second year, tak proprietor of the Home Methods
ing the voters through a warrant Bakery at 476 Main street, told po
containing 40 articles.
lice someone had entered his
All selectmen were returned to shop sometme during the night,
The result was a discussion and a 1 that originally asked by the Police
office without opposition.
Again taking $17 in cash from one regis
vote in the meeting hy secret bal Department.
serving are: J. Raymond Dan ter and $6 from another. A pan of
lot which favored the gift of $885
In Article 13-B. they raised a
forth. Linwood B. Kilt and E’mer rolls was left near the door as
by a vote of 143 in favor to 117 Street Department budget from
N. Savage. They were also given though the thieves had changed
opposed.
the recommended $14,200 to $15,200
the added duties of overseers of their mind after taking them.
On three occasions, voters went as originally requested.
the poor and assessors.
Entrance was gained through an
against the recommendations of
Under Article 20-A. the school
Also re-elected was Treasurer unlocked rear cellar door and then
their budget committee and ap , maintenance appropriation was
Arial Leonard and Town Clerk G. up the stairs to the bakery shop.
propriated funds in the amounts i jumped from a recommended
Gertrude Danforth. Dorks M. PayThe next morning, Harris was
asked by the municipal bodies $131,416 to $137,216.
son is again tax collector with a again at police headquarters re
concerned.
Balloting for selectmen in the
collection fee of one and on<»- porting another break at the
Under Article 10-C Avhich con afternoon resulted in the election
quarter per cent on real and per Pleasant Street Bakery which he
!
of
Elmer
Wadsworth
and
Kendric
cerned a Police Department ap
sonal taxes and 15 cents per item leases. Thieves gained entrance
propriation, voters raised the Libby to the two vacancies. Votes
on excise taxes.
to the shop by prying off a screen
figure to $12,225 against $11,655 i polled by the candidates pre as
Melvin Kennedy was re-elected at the east side of the building and
recommended by the budget com follows: Wadsworth 481. Libby 345.
road commissioner while Faith forcing thc window.
mittee. The amount raised was
(Continued on Page Three)
Sparrow was returned to the
Harris reported $1223 taken from
School Board for a three year a cash box in the shop. Nothing
term.
else was bothered.
WALDOBORO HOLDS ITS BUDGET
All fire wards were returned to
The bakery had closed at 10.30
INCREASE TO $111.61 AND
office with Harry Burns as chief p. m. Saturday.
! and Allen Leach, Stephen Kirk
A third break, this time not suc
GIVES AWAY TWO HANDTUBS
patrick and Elmer N. Savage as cessful, was attempted at the
He had pi J second, third and fourth fire Lamb's Dry Cleaning shop at 311
Waldoboro citizens hit within Monday evening.
Main street sometime early Sun
dieted
an
increase
of $95.61 and wards respectively.
$16 of Town Manager Elden
Frank Burgess, Curtis Payson day morning, police reported.
it came out as 111.61.
Shute’s estimate, made last Sat
and Harry Stewart were re-elected
A storm door ut the rear of the
The total budget for the year to the town budget committee
urday. of the town budget voted
building had been pried and
ahead amounted to $144.299.6.' ’ j with Howard Hawes who replaces
weatherproofing removed in an at
with the tax rate of 86 mills to Ralph Starrett.
tempt to open thc door but thc job
hold the same.
All Cemetery Trust Fund com- was not carried through. Thc in
In the process ot the meeting, j mitteemen were returned to office. truders had stijl another door to
citizens disposed of their two an They are
Ralph
Williams. J. go through. Police said they evi
cient flic department hand tubs. Raymond Danforth and Allen dently gave up the job as too
They were presented to th«« Lin Young.
tough.
coln County Historical Society at
Virginia McElwee and Curtis
Investigations by Rockland po
Wiscasset.
Payson were re-elected to jhe lice are still underway. Captain
zens of Port Clyde.
(Continuea on Page Three)
One. the Medomak. according
Maurice Benner said Monday.
Crockett explained that the first to records read in the meeting,
reason was a betted educational was purchased in Boston in 1816
program. Secondly, he said, that as a second hand unit and brought HOPE HAS CLOSE VOTE ON TIME
with the current cost of schools to Waldoboro by coasting schoon
the town could not afford to keep er. The fire engine was unload OF MEETING NEXT YEAR WITH
the school open.
ed from the schooner to river ice DAY SESSION WINNING 42-41
Rev. John Holman spoke at and hauled to shore and up to
length on thc benefits of a one the village where it served many
Hope, even with a $1,700 tlrst
Anna S. Hardy was re-elected
room school observing that the years.
payment to make on two now as tax collector and Thomas R.
building does not make the child.
Faced in Articles 23 and 24 with rooms at the village school in Winston as treasurer. Frank H.
Mr. Anderson then called on
requests from Miles Memorial i Hope Corner this year, held town Grassow again will serve as road
School Committee members to
Hospital at Damariscotta and* budget increases to $3,150 Mon commissioner.
verify a statement he credited to
A budget committee for 1957 in
Knox County General Hospital at day evening. The town tax will
Superintendent Crockett and which
cludes: Raymotjd E. Ludwig. Na
Rockland, voters about solit their increase about nine mills.
was allegedly made at a recent
than R. Pease, Maynard H. Bow
gifts between thc two. Miles had
Total appropriations amounted
meeting between the committee
asked $460, which was granted. to $29,408 with an additional $1,800 ley. David Brown. Elmer C. Hart,
and
Port Clyde people'.
He
Knox asked $634 but was cut to from excise tax Income being ear Phyllis A. Wentworth, Charles
credited Crockett With having said
Childs. William Hardy. Cleo God$350 to nearly balance with the marked to town projects.
that the difference between closing
erre. Earl Norwood, Ralph WentLincoln County institution .
Thc meeting was held in South
down the Port Clyde School and
worth and William Pearsc.
A.
D.
Gray
served
as
moderator
Hope Grange Hall with a supper
keeping it open wouldn't be $200
for the afternoon elections and served before the meeting hy the
School Appropriation.
either way.
Budget items approved for
Crockett denied having made the Wilmot S. Dow for thc evening Grange before Moderator Elmer
statement. He was supported by session when the articles w’ere L. True culled thc session to school 'operation included $15,300
order.
for grade schools and high school
two School Committee members, considered.
Thomas Bragg and Parker Spof
Raymond E. Lttdw ig was re tuition; $300 for school repairs and
Harold Dowling and Miss Ellen
ford supplanted Leonard F. Bid- turned to the office of first select- equipment and $1,700 us payment
Grosvcnor.
It was at that point that Hugo well and James Wood iw selectmen man for the 18th consecutive year I on the school loan.
and his 22nd on the board. May-, The School Building Committee
Lehtinen. a member of the town’.; for three year terms.
School Building Committ ce, rose
Dr. Richard D. Waterman joined nard H. Bowley. third selectman, reported that the two room addi
and urged a quick vote, comment the School Committee, replacing started his 33rd or 34th year in' tion at thc Hope Corner School
ing that Superintendent Crockett C. Harry Brown whose term ex office. Nathan Pease, youngster ■ would stay within the estimated
among thc town fathers of Hope, $20,030 and that good value aw.
was not on trial and that any ac pired.
was
also re-elected.
being received for the money.
cusations should be directed to the
Re-elected as fire wards were:
David Brown succeeded Mrs.
School Committee.
Wendell Blanchard. Harry M. Hil
Voted by Articles
The vote of the town presumably ton. Clarence Lee. Hollis Pitcher Avis Nichols on the School Board
Expenditures voted under varfor a term of three years and
wipes out legal action taken pre and Fred C. Harris.
(Contlnued on Page Three)
James Wentworth took thc place
viously by the Citizens Committee
of William R. Hardy as a town
of Port Clyde, and legal restrain
MASONIC DANCE ASSEMBLY
BAKED DEAN SUPPER
constable.
Re-elected as con
ing orders issued by Superior Court
MASONIC TEMPLE. THOMASTON
stable
was
Thomas
R.
Winston.
at their request.
CAMDEN GRANGE NALL
Thursday, March 14 - 8 p.m.
Appropriation*
Tuesday, March 12 — 5-7 P. M. Mrs. Katherine T. Brown was
Mmmm und Friend* Invited
continued as town clerk and also
During the course of the even
Benefit Boys'
Roys' Basketball Tc«m has the Job of health offir-r J -«, Tkene n-»( toHetted ple»»e
ing's events, which were guided
Reston Trip
lirinp sandwiches
I
,,
-.
,
’
<Continued
p;e The »
70 3'

Battle To Keep Port Clyde School Open

Feelings came to the surface
and accusations were hulled and
denied in a spirited 45 minute de
bate Monday evening in the St.
George town meeting over the
future of the village school at Port
Clyde.
Whi n it was over, citizens voted
158 to 122 to close the school and
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette. move the students to the new
Central School at Tenants Har
bor. Five votes cast were blank.
As school funds came up for
consideration, the meeting shifted
to Articles 39, 46 and 41.
The
Alligator
first two which concerned tlu‘ clos
GOLD LABEL
ing of the Wileya Corner and

America's

UNION VOTERS RE-ELECT TOWN
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NEW CONSTRUCTION MAY HOLD

TAX AT 72 MILLS LEVIED LAST YEAR
The Lincolnville town meeting
held at Tranquility Grange Hall

Monday morning set somewhat of
a record for speed as a warrant of

32 articles was run through by

EDITORIAL

early afternoon.
Citizens approved expenditures
which stepped ‘ the budget up
$2,665.00 over that appropriated to
be levied as taxes last year. It
is doubted if the 72 mill tax rate
will increase as it was observed
that new construction to be taxed
this year for the first time may
offset the increase.
Total tax appropriations amount
ed to $38,824.00 with an addition.il
$10,741.00 approved to be taken
from excise taxes and surplus ac
counts.
Leroy Oxton joined the Board «»f
Selectmen as a new member, but
not inexper ienced as he has served
in years past. He takes the posi
tion of third selectman. Allen M.
Morton and Willard H. Hardy
were re-elected first and second
selectmen respectively.
Everett
Collemer was not a candidate for
re-election.
Voters held the first selectman’s
salary at $575 but gave the other
t».vo board members an increase
of $100 to $250 and $200.
Other town officers elected in
clude:
Treasurer Elmyra
F.

OPPORTUNITIES HERE AT HOME

Photo by McKeon
City Recreation Director Deane IJeshon eonsratulates Paul Waltz
ol 165 Broadway, a Rockland High School sophomore, after Waltz won
the Recreation Department foul ahooting contest for high school divi
sion players Friday night at the Community Building. Center is dim
Smith, runner up. Waltz dropped through 39 out of 30 while Smith
scored on 32 shots. The two were top performers in the preliminary
shoot-off's held last week. Deshon is now conducting a similar con
test for seventh and eighth graders.

WE SHOULD GIVE THANKS

Every motorist, especially he who drives in a strange
country, has cause to give thanks to the man who first
•tame up with the idea of the white line at mid-highway.
In an unfamiliar tenitory, especially driving on a foggy,
ran-filled night, the white line is truly a life saver in the
literal sense of the word.
Were it not for the lining of the highways serious acci
dents would be much more in the news, and an endless
number of lives have been saved by the practice. In many
areas where sidewalks do not exist the line is not only put
at mid-highway to show the motorist at least the place
where he is supposed to be driving, but lines at each side
of the road also tell him where he should not be driving
because it marks the only place pedestrians have to walk.
We here and now give a devout vote of appreciation to
the man who developed the idea of the lined highway.

Rockland Man

Realtors Advocate

The writer of these lines has lived three score years
in Rockland, Maine, and during those years has been
reasonably observant.
Times without number impatient youth has voiced the
complaint that this community is dying on its feet and of
fers no opportunities for ambtious young men.
True, sudden riches seldom coaie to those who seek
employment or a profession in this, their home community,
while oftentimes we hear of the great success achieved by
those who sought employment in other and larger cities.
The unhappy part of the story is that we all too seldom
hear of the lack of success and actual financial misery
that comes to many people who left this community filled
with the fires of youthful ambition. The trouble is that
the big cities, in addition to their own young men and
young women seeking employment, are flooded with young
people from all over- the nation bent on securing employ
ment.
What our young folks of High School age should bear
in mind is that this, their home town, is filled with un
spectacular opportunities for earning a living once their
education is finished, and that the only true road to success
in life is marked by the twin virtues of hard work and pa
tience.

Thomas

who

was

re-elected

and

School Budget
A total of $26,639.00 was ap
proved for operation of the tow?
schools under Article 16. The fo
low ing article, which asked $1,200
for school repairs and equipment
was also voted. It was directed
that of that sum $900 would be
raised by taxation and $3c() taken
from surplus.

Other Appropriations
Roads and bridges. $4,500 from
excise taxes; snow removal and
sanding, $3,500; tar and surface
roads. $3,000. and sidewalk repaii.
$100 from surplus.
State Aid roads. $1,066; Lincoln
vilJe Beach town lot at the beach
$250; town officers salaries. $2,900.
an increase of $700.
Support of tire poor was set at
$500; aid to dependent children
$1,500 and supplemental old ag •
assistance. $500.
A total of $700 was raised in two
articles for* th" Lincolnville Volun
teer Fire Department.
Control of the up wive priveleg.
in the town was left to the discre
tion of the selectmen.
Two special road pr ojects were
given funds. One was on the
Thurlow Road for $100 with Ernest
York and Lee Thurlow to malcli
the amount raised. The second
road was the Chester Dean Road
which was voted $200.
Article 3ft, which concerned a
fund for Knox County General
Hospital, went to :i ballot vote and
r esulted in a 34 to 7 defeat for the
article.
People of the town wound up the
day with the annual firemen's ball
at Breezemere in the evening, one
of the highlights of the communits
each year.

Photo by McKeon given a $50 raise in pay to $225
Says "Coffin
Ray Simmons of 18 lliinton avenue exhibits a 26 inch, four and and $25 for expenses.
Increase In G. I.
one-half pound pickerel he pulled from South Pond during the pre-ruin
Mrs. Seraphine Faulkingham
hours Friday. Simmons, fishing with Clarence Spear of Warren, hooked
For Governor"
Home Loan Rate
the fat catch off Sandy Shores. It is the biggest pickerel he has ever was nam-d town clerk and tax
reeled in although he landed a 24 incher near tho same spot last week. collector. She is also a town con
The Penobscot Bay Board Of j Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
stable along with George A.
Realtors held their monthly meet- j In the months ahead the leaders
had. it that the Caribbean crayfish Nfchote.
Middies Find
ing at the Colonial Inn at Belfast, j of the Democratic Party of Maine
Chester* Pooley succeeded. Rose
was the equal in flavor of any
will be seeking a qualified candi
Thursday
Le Blanc, who was not a candidate,
other.”
Jamaica
Crayfish
on the School Board for a three
Thc newly established organiza date for Governor in the coming
year term.
tion has as its officers: Charles election year of 1958.
Equal To Lobster
Chain Letter Plan
Maine Democrats need another
Sextons Clifford Pendleton, Mark Town Meeting
Bicknell.
Rockland,
president;
The public relations officer i
Hills and Robert Hardy were re
Albert Elliot, Thomaston, vice “Ed Muskie” candidate for Gov
Being
Tried
In
turned to office, as was Road Calendar
president;
David
Montgomery ernor. well liked by the people as
aboard the Maine Maritime Acad- j
Commissioner Francis Brodis.
Camden secretary-treasurer; El qualified skipper at the helm
emy training ship State of Maine. | Automobile Sales
Tuesday — March 12
mer Davis and Franklin Wood of with leadership, honesty, sincer
Ivan Young was accorded a five ! Friendship
WE KNEW HIM WHEN - - reports the ship spent several days
According
to
the
National
Edi-1
ity.
in
the
years
1958-60.
year term on the Board of Trust
Rockland are directors.
anchored in Portland Bight off the '
7 p. m.
Back in 1911 and 1912 there appeared a quiet, rather
You will find these qualifications
Accepted as members wore
island of Jamaica. The time was torial Association, a new stunt to ees of the Linclonville School Dis
over-sized
youngster
from
North
Haven
as
a
student
in
Monday — March 18
Ralph Davis of Friendship; as as of leadership, honesty, sincerity in
trict
and
Mildred
Morton
a
fiv»
spent in preparing ship for the soli automobiles has appeared and :
Rockland High School. His name was Harold Beverage
Cushing
year
term
on
the
Board
of
Ceme

sociate members, Claude Butter Congressman Frank M. Coffin of
is
spreading
throughout
the
coun

run to the United States and
and while taking some courses in the 1912 group it was
7 p. m. at Consolidated School.
tery Trustees-.
field and Henrietta Knowlton of the Second District of Maine. This
home the latter part of next week, i try. It is a chain selling scheme.
soon found that other courses for' 1911 and 1910 students
Rockport
is
the
man
who
should
be
Demo

Camden and Morris Haag of
A comment relative to the “lob- 1 A prospect is informed that he
Vote Down Revaluation
were duck soup for- ibis quiet chap.
' 7 p. m. at Town Hall.
cratic candidate for governor in
Thomaston.
ster” caught in the area may ' can get a car- free or at a discount
Now
we
find
what
he
could
have
shown
to
us
had
he
While not entirely rejected, the
Town meeting supper at MaApplicants for membership were ’58.
shake up Maine lobster dealers by steeling other- customers into proposal to revalue the town for i sonic Temple.
really tried, for the New York Times of recent date has
Coffin
is
a
fighter,
he
speaks
of
Arthur Clark and Kenneth Taylor
who are campaigning vigorously j the showroom.
this to say of him under a picture and heading * R.C.A.
tax purposes at a cost of $5,000 Washington ,
of Belfast; as an associate mem how he feels on world affairs. He
For every one of these cus- ' was voted down. However , a sum
against the use of the name, lob
Scientist
Wins
Engineer
Gold
Medal.''
i
9 a. m. at Town House.
is not a “yes” man. The situa
ber, Sheldon Clark of Belfast.
ster, for any crustacean except tom ers who buys a car, the ori- ' of $475 was appropriated to go to
• The American Institute of Electrical Engineers has
Monday — March 25
Thc membership went on record tions that come before him are
those caught on the Atlantic coast ginal pr ospect gets $100 off on his , a fund which would eventually pay
awarded the Lamme Gold Medal to Dr. Harold H. Bever
i Thomaston
in favor of increasing the interest studied before he gives his signa
new
car.
The
person
referred,
in
;
of
the
United
States
and
Canada.
!
age.
for the job.
7.30 p. nr. at Watts Hall.
rate on G.I. Ioans from four and ture. Coffin is the man that Maine
One of their contentions is that turn, is offered the same deal, and
“He is vice president of R.C.A. Communications, Inc.,
Aerial mapping of the com
one-half to five per cent in order needs to lead the State on a sound
the crayfish from warmer climes, for each additional buyer this per- , munity. which goes along with re
and director of the radio research laboratory, R.C.A. Lab
People are willing to forgive
to make mortgage money avail economic basis in the years ,
sold as lobster in the States, does son gets, the original buyer re-, valuation, has been completed.
oratories.
The
presentation
will
be
at
the
summer
meeting
I and forget if the price is right.
ahead. He would carry on in the
able to veterans.
not have the taste of the product ceives an additional $50.
of the institute in Montr eal on June 24."
Discussion of a multiple listing footsteps of our present governor
coming from the cold waters of
As is usual in chain letter and
Dr. Beverage was cited “for his pioneering and out
with
education,
health
and
wel

service, whereby any property list
the North. The following is from similar schemes, some people are 1
standing
engineering
achievements
in
the
conception
and
ed exclusively with a member fare, old-age benefits, industry, a
the publicity release sent out by getting stuck.
application of principles basic to progress in national and
realtor is immediately co-listed friend of the farmers and fisher
the ship’s public relations officer.
This same scheme is being used
world-wide radio communications.
men.
with all member realtors, thereby
“Natives from the island of to sell TVs, home freezers and'
“
He
holds
more
than
forty
patents
in
radio
communica

In summing up. Coffin is an ev- i
giving the home owner much
Jamaica frequently ventured out other products to a surprising'
tions. He is co-inventor- of the wave antenna and the di
wider coverage and a better eryday sort-of-a-fellow, who can
to the ship in their frail-seeming number of gullible consumers. ,
versity
system
for
high
frequency
reception.
”
chance of selling their property take off his coat, roll up his
homemade boats. Despite precari People lacking sufficient funds are
And
that
is
the
brain
we
tried
so
vainly
to
beat
in
quickly and at a fair market price. sleeves and go to work for the peo
ous appearance, these craft appar tr icked into enter ing the scheme i
senior advanced math in Rockland High School in 1911.
* Our Stock Is Complete
The next meeting will be at ple of Maine, no matter what
ently handled well, and the Jamai only to be stuck with most or1 all !
Congratulations Dr. Harold Beverage.
! office he holds. The people of
Camden. April 4
cans themselves were excellent of the cost of a product they can- |
Maine can feel secure with Coffin
small boat, sailors.”
not afford.
* * Our Cars Are Reconditioned
Telephone 76 for all social items, ! on the job.
THE $64. QUESTION OF TODAY
“In their trips to the training
The Post Office Department has
guests, parties, etc., for The
Gordon P Wot ton.
Every employee who has looked at his withholding tax
ship the islanders carried out and held that any literature on the plan
Courier-Gazette, Mrs. Margaret
Rockland.
• « Our Prices Are Right
statement is shocked at the amount taken by the Federal
offered lor sale or1 barter coco oi' advertising of such schemes
Winchenbaugh, 161 Limerock St.
government.
He
also
realizes
in
a
vague
way
that
there
nuts,
delicious
ripe
bananas,
Slow Down and Live!
would be unmailable as “an end
social reporter.
tf
are a lot of hidden taxes such as those on cigarettes, gaso
oranges, grapefruit, and a large less chain scheme, the operation of
• •
line and a host of other items.
species of native rock lobster which conflicts with the postal lot
iMOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOej
Every Car Is Winterized
And here is the really startling thought. The situation
known
as
‘langusta.’
These tery and fraud laws.”
is in an era of record employment, record incomes and
Jamaican crustaceans, which av
record gross national production, which is the value of all
erage in weight from three to four
goods and ser vices produced in the country.
'56 PLYMOUTH V-8 CONVERTIBLE
pounds apiece and greatly re PORT CLYDE
The $64. question is this—What would happen if there
Powerflite Transmission, Power Steering, Radio,
Several of the citizens of the
semble the Maine variety except
Heater, Dual Exhausts, Premium W. W. Tires. Only
were even a moderate down-turn in business and a con
that they do not have claws, were community attended the dedication
Driven 8,000 Miles. New Car Warranty. Liberal Dis
MIDTOWN MOTORS IS BACK AT ITS OLD LOCATION.
sequent drop in tax income?
exercises
of
the
new
Elementary
avidly sought after by officers and
count.
i midshipmen alike, the usual ex School at Tenants Marbor. Friday
ACROSS FROM SEARS
Entrance was gained through a change for one of them being a evening.
DESOTO FIREDOME SEDAN
Camden YMCA
QUALITY - SELECTION - PRICE
Lionel Heal. Edward Dunn and
rear window opened by the in package of American cigar ettes.
Powerflite Trans., Power Steering, Radio and Heater.
20,000 Miles, Perfect Condition. A One Owner Car.
truders. It was the second break
“And although many a Maine Richard Dunn were home from
Entered
and
Car
In New and Used Cars
into the building in a month.
lad stoutly maintained that they the University of Maine over the
CHEVROLET BEL-AIR V-8 SEDAN
could
not compare in excellence weekend.
Sunday
morning,
Camden
police
Battery
Stolen
LOW DOWN PAYMENTS - LOW MONTHLY PAYMENTS
Powerglide Trans., Radio and Heater. A One Owner
were notified by William Colby of with those of his home state, the
Fred Simmons has entered Knox
C ar. Small Mileage.
Vandalism broke out this week Camden that thieves had removed general concensus
of opinion Hospital for treatment.
'55 Olds 98 4-Dr., Extra Clean
$2495.
R.AII.. l ull Power, llyd.
end in Camden as a break into the a battery from his 1951 Ford sedan
DESOTO FIREDOME SEDAN
Powerflite Trans., Power Steering, Radio and Heater.
Camden YMCA on Chestnut street sometime Saturday night while it
'54 Plymouth Blvd. Hardtop
1295.
A Real Good Car.
and a stolen automobile battery was parked in the Odd Fellows
R AH.. 25.0M Original Vli'lcs
from a car in a parking lot just lot on Chestnut street. The lot is
CHEVROLET DELRAY CLUB COUPE
'54 Plymouth Savoy 2-Dr
1195.
across the street from tho YMCA just across the street from the
Radio and Heater. One Owner.
R AIL. llyd. Drive
ROCKLAND WRECKS
were reported to Camden Police.
YMCA.
OLDSMOBILE 98 SEDAN
W. Pierce Harley, executive di
Colby told police he parked his
(ALUMNI)
'53 Buick Special Riviera H. T.
1295.
llyd. Trans., Radio, Heater. A One Owner Car.
rector1 of the YMCA, reported to car in the lot Saturday night and
It.All. and Dynaflow'
VS.
police Monday mor ning that .van discovered his loss Sunday morn
DESOTO 6 SEDAN
'S3 Pontiac 4-Dr.. .. .. .. .. ..
1195.
dals had entered the building ing.
ROCKLAND HIGH SCHOOL
Radio, Heater. A Clean Car.
R.AH. and llydramatie
sometime during the night or Sun
(FUTURE ALUMNI)
day. Nothing was taken or dis
'53 Ford 2-Dr., R.&H.
Some people drive their cares
PLYMOUTH SEDAN
995.
Overdrive, Radio, Heater. Excellent Condition.
turbed.
Harley told police all away today in such a manner that
PRELIMINARY
'53 DeSoto 4-Dr.
1295.
money had been removed from the they return tomorrow with rein
R.AII. and Automatic Drive. 26,000 Miles
CHRYSLER 6 SEDAN
UNDEFEATED OWLS HEAD HAWKS vs.
cash drawer before closing.
fo rcements.
Automatic Trantt., Radio, Heater. One Owner Car.
7th and 8th GRADE ALL-STARS
'53 Dodge Station Wagon
1095.
Perfect Condition.
Standard Stick
BENEFIT—ROCKLAND HIGH SCHOOL ALUMNI ASSN.

WHY WAIT ? ? ?

NOTICE!

This Is It! The Last Big Game of the Year!

'48

Jeep, 4-Wheel Drive

845.

llyd. Lift and Plow

'51

Cadillac Convertible
R.AH., llyd.

'52

1495.

Power Seat and Windows

Chevrolet 4-Dr., R.&H.

595.

'51

695.

'50

Plymouth 2-Dr., R.&H.

295.

'49

Chevrolet, R.&H., New Tires

295.

'47

Dodge

-49

Ford 2-Dr., R.&H.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

MIDTOWN MOTORS, INC.

and gnJe a few facts
about yourself

the BesLefLC+of man
who likes to say'VES!'

confident you made a wise
choice, m Coming to
Berueftctof largest m UPA

Pontiac 2-Dr., R.&H.

Motor

2. COMEHi to meet

3. WALKOUT^ the cash

Chevrolet 4-Dr., R.&H.

Ton, New

IPHONt Benfaot.

695.

'51

Pick-Lip, ’ i

How to Get a LOAN in l-Trip!

250.

LOAM ATMY

356 MAIN STREET, 2nd FI., ROCKLAND
OPEN SATI RDAYS UNTIL NOON
Log nt

also node

99.

beneficial
4JCVCUC FINANCE
»

PLYMOUTH SEDAN

14

Radio, Heater. Good Condition.

Game Time: Preliminary, 6.45 — Main Game, 8.00
Ailm.: Adults 50e, Hieh School Students 40e, Children X5e
30-:

Many Others To Choose From

HOTEL

FOR

It Would Pay You To See Us Before Buying
A Good Used Car.

SALE

in

ROCKLAND, MAINE

FARNSWORTH MEMORIAL BLDG. * Phone: 1133

ft

THURSDAY, MARCH

Al GCTA/-TRIP
I

Loans $25 to $2500 — plus life insurance at no extra cost

IMM mada lo residents of all surrounding towns •

♦
♦
♦

Miller’s Garage, Inc.
DESOTO—Sales-Service—PLYMOUTH

Contact

"Serving

The

Public

"UNCLE BEN"

•

( FORME,LY
FO,MERLY PERSONAL
PE,SO
FINANCE CO.)

by naO

17 ROOMS
Tear 'round business, combination dining room and cock
tail lounge, now occupied by tenant, at will. If you arc serious
minded, and interested in a money maker, owner will carry
substantial mortgage.

CO

Over

30

yedts/k

’ 4'... *■ _,

♦

37 MAIN STREET
TEL. 8651
BELFAST, MAINE
OR TEL. SEARSPORT, KINGSWOOO 8-2879
30-32

25-31

i $555

Rankin Street

Rockland,

Maine

Tuesday-Thurtday-Saturday

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesdoy, March 12, 1957

High School Girl

Phone Company

MocFARLAND CANDIDATE FOR

COUNCIL TAKES FIRST STEP IN

Sustains Burns
As Acid Spilled

Has Most Active

STATE AMERICAN LEGION BERTH

GIVING BUILDING INSPECTOR

Madonna Fogg. 19, of 20 Pros
pect street. Rockland High senior,
was treated Monday afternoon at
Knox County General Hospital for
burns of the left hand received
when nitric acid was spilled on her
hand while working at the school.
She was released after treatment.
Joel Tootill. Jr.. 6 year old son
of Mr. and Mrs. Joel Tootill of St.
George suffered a fracture of the
left arm Sunday and was treated
at Knox Hospital.
r
The boy suffered the injury when
he tripped while running near his
home.
He was released after
treatment.

Year In History
With its operations geared to the

accelerated pace of the New Eng
land economy, the New England

Robert C. MacFarland of Thom
aston has announced his candidacy

for the position of vice commander
of the Department of Maine

INCREASED AUTHORITY
Thi- City

Council

Monday original permit application.
Also, to halt work on projects
ordinance amendment designed which were not proceeding in con
formance with city ordinances
to give the city building inspector
governing such work.
added authority. The date of
Two cemetery lot perpetual
final and public hearing was set care petitions were referred to
as April 8.
the city manager for investiga
The amendment would give the tion. One was the Gardner-Ben
inspector the power to assess add ner lot in Achorn Cemetery and
ed peimit charges when and if the other for Lot 382 in the same
property constructed proved to be cemetery, which was submitted by
of greater value than stated In the Miss Doris Hyler of Warren.
on

evening passed in first reading an

American Legion. He is presently
Telephone & Telegraph Company
department historian.
in 1956 added 139.652 telephones.
Active in Williama-Brazier Post
(Social and community events
Erskine N. White, Company presi
are solicited for thia calendar. All
Midtown Motors. Inc., are open
dent. says in His annual report to of Thomaston since he joined in
are free and space here cannot be for business at their old location
stockholders.
1946, he has the endorsement of
purchased. Strictly commercial
He reported that this increase that post for the department posi
affairs, sales, suppers, dances, across from Sears on Main Street.
was the largest ever experienced
cannot be accepted. The decision
tion.
of the editor is final.]
Mrs. Edward Gonia has returned
by the company, except for the
He has served as commander of
period right after World War 11.
Anril 1-4- -Farm and Home Week from Boston where she attended
on the University of Maine the New England Gift Show in the
and that it brought total tele Williams-Brazier Post; the Knox
County Legion Council and the Le
campus.
interest of the Edward Gonia
phones in service to 2.818.962.
April 9—Musical Concert at the Store.
He called 1956 “one of the most gion District which includes the
FRIENDSHIP ELECTION HELD ON
Federated Church in Thomaston
active years in the history of our Coastal Area. He also served as
featuring Bess Battey Gowdy,
business’’ a year in which the service officer of his home post for
MONDAY; VOTERS MEET TONIGHT
Four persons escaped injury
pianist,
and
Carl
Webster,
* Monday when a car. turning on
cellist.
company made the largest invest five years.
Mr. MacFarland is presently a
April 19 —Good Friday.
TO CONSIDER WARRANT ARTICLES
ment in new and improved facili
Route 1 at Lincolnville Beach, Government Asks
April 21 -Easter.
ties, and a year in which employ selectman of the Town of Thomas
collided
with
a
van
body
truck
Robert
Friendship held the elections of
School Committee elections re
Aug. 2. 3. 4—Rockland Sea Foods
Bids On Mail
ment, revenues and expenses in ton, a position which he relin
! that swerved into the ditch after
Festival.
its annual town meeting Monday sulted in George Edgar Davis
j the crash, grazed a telephone pole
creased and more new capital was quishes this month due to his de- at the town meeting scheduled for
Run To Matinicus
afternoon and continues this eve gaining a three year term and
' cision not to again run for office March 25.
brought into the business.
and cut back onto the road. Trooti
THE WEATHER
Sumner T. Carlson a one year
ning with the section during which
The Post Office Department has’ Mr. White’s report brings out:
Ideal March weather today. er Harvey Childs said the driver
term.
that
the
Company
’
s
expenditures
! they will consider- the articles.
Sparkling breeze, not too cold, of the truck. Paul C. Lawrence, -issued bid invitations for The mail
Harland Wallace won the job of
Union
Re-Elects
Camden
Voters
1956
but with a Marchy tang. Smiling 20. and two occupants, his father. boat service between Rockland foi- new construction in
The r esults of the balloting seat road commissioner over Walter
amounted
to
$111,000,000
.
.
.
that
and
Matinicus.
according
to
Rock

Bliss
B.
Lawrence,
61,
and
16
year
(Continued from Page One)
(Continued from Page One)
skies, no snow, no ice, but a cer
ed M aurice Hall as first selectman Hendrickson by a vote of 111 to
tain promise of a bit of mud time old Richard Proctor, all of Clinton, land Postmaster James Connellan. construction in 1957 and 1958 will board of trustees of the Thompson i Willis Monroe 270 and James Ball for a three year term.
98.
Riders in the Bidders have until May 10 to sub exceed $220,000,000 . . . that th
ahead, though the mud season has were uninjured.
In a contest for second select
221.
Memorial Building.
Harland L. Davis was re-elec
construction
program
the
Com

lost its threat due to so many hard sedan, operator Clifford R. Felton. mit their proposals.
Elected to the budget committee man, Ta uno Hendrickson defeated ted town fire ward.
Appointments
of
other
town
Known as Power Boat Route j pany embarked on after the war
59. and his wife, Naomi, 59.of
top roads.
The
officers were placed in the bands were: Elvin Cox. Wallace Heal. Cyrus H. Delano 124 to 86.
Other officers elected included:
Northport,
escaped any harm. 22084, the route calls for service has amounted to $633,000,000 to of the selectmen.
Gilbert
Leadbetter,
Alexander term is two years.
Constable Archie Wallace, Tax
The Knox County Council Ameri Childs said the truck traveling on Tuesday, Thursday and Satur-! date . . . that the present total
Bernard Brow polled 107 votes Collector Elsie Wallace. Treasurer
The sum of $350 was voted for Dority, Alton Keene, Kenneth
can Legion will hold a meeting in south entering Lincolnville Beach day from April 1 to October 31 plant investment of $904,000,009 Knox Hospital. In another article, I Goodman. Florence Millington and to 99 for Ralph Winchenpaw for William Gillchrest and Town Clerk
may
reach
$1
billion
before
the
conjunction with Rockland’s Win- when the car turned across the and on Tuesdays and Fridays j
voters turned down a proposal to Aubrey Young, all for three year the third selectman’s berth and a Loretta C. Lash.
end of 1957.
slow-Holbrook-Merritt Post at the road coming from in front of the from Novembr 1 to March °1
The people of the town will
equip the town's fire trucks with terms. Mrs. Lillian Herrick was one year term.
Mr. White noted that the plant
Term of the contract is to be, I
Assessors elected were: Maurice meet at Winchenpaw’s Hall at 7
Legion Home Thursday evening. Lincolnville Beach Post Office
two way radios under a state and ■ named to a two year term.
Slipper will be served at 6.30. La The truck swerved to the left but from July 1. 1957. to June 30. 1960. investment per average Company federal government matching I Charles Mitchell. Jr., was elected T. Hall. Ta uno Hendrickson and o’clock this evening to act on the
telephone has gone up from $220
j to a three year term on the School Ralph Winchenpaw for three, two remaining 30 articles of their war
dies are especially invited and hit the left front fender of the Bidders will be required to tile
fund pty).
in 1946 to $.302 in 1956 and that
car. The truck then cut into the . » bond of $4,4CO with their bid.
and one year terms respectively.
rant.
there will be special speakers.
Under Article 31, a recommend Committee.
ditch and struck a telephone pole | The contract for the run has this rise resulted from increasing ed fund of $1,000 with which to J
Returned to office without op
construction costs during the
Marine Private Robert A. Clark, It continued on back into the road been held several years by Capt.
continue the construction of an ’ position were: Town Clerk Evelyn
period.
and
came
to
a
rest.
Childs
esti

Stuart
Ames
who
operates
the
bay
son of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph C. Clark
athletic field near the high school M. Tewksbury, Treasurer Allton
Included in the company’s con
mated $250 damage to l»oth ve- passenger boat Mary A to and
Green and Tax Collector John F.
of 222 West Main Street, Thomas
was cut in half.
hides
struction program and change
from the island.
ton, completed a special training
The high school bond issue came Mathews.
overs of exchanges to dial service
up for attention under Articles 34 ,
course February 23 with the 1st
BY
ORAL
ROBERTS
are tht1 Rockland, Thomaston and
and 35.
Under the first, $2,000
Infantry Regiment at the Marine Hocking Granite
Battle
To
Keep
Tenants Harbor offices. Camden,
Corps Base, Camp Lejeune, N. C.
The house formerly owned and Lincolnville and Union are pres was raised to pay on the principal I
GOD IS A GOOD GOD
The four-week course included all Soon To Open
(Continued From Page One)
occupied by Howard Maxey was ently served by dial, the latter and $485.70 for interest and bank
God.
I few minutes, at the most a
charges.
phases of combat training co-or
by Moderator Whitney Wheeler,
Hocking Granite Industries at moved by its new owner to Friend two being independent companies
What is he?
few hours, wounds are cica»
dinated with the training taught in
ship on Tuesday.
the
voters
approved
a
budget
of
Planning Board
with connecting service to com
My belief is that God is the 1 trized. pathological symi>
Clark Island is expected to open
“boot camp”. Graduates will be
Unusual
weather
conditions
are
$85,140.16
of
which
$43,500.00
was
creator
and
sustainer
of
this
unij
The
selectmen
were
authorized
toms
disappear, appetite re
munities served by t$i<‘ larger
late this month for the season, ac
transferred to permanent duty sta
verse and that mankind is his
reported for this area. During the company.
turns
the only condition
to appoint a board of five persons for schools.
cording to Darold Hocking, head
; rimary interest and concern I
indispensable to the occur
tions.
entire month of February and
Construction of the dial ex to serve as a planning board for i The new budget is approximately
of the firm.
believe that God knows every
rence of the phenomenon is
$15,000 over that of last year and
until March 8. (with the exception change at Rockland has several the community.
one of us individually and with
prayer
”
The company, which supplies a
Local railroad patrons will be
indicates
a
tax
rate
increase
of
of March 1 when it snowed) the times been postponed and once
such knowledge that every de
Dr Carrel states that twice
variety of granite specialities to
Major Appropriations
tail of our lives, no matter how- under his direct observation, in
dismayed to learn that the Boston
some eight mills to a levy this
sun shone all, or a part of each halted by order of the Board of
the building trades, highway con
The larger appropriations of the year of 48 mills and a new town
insignificant, is like an open curable cancer has crystalliz d
and Maine railroad has refused to
day and with no extremely low Zoning Appeals. Purchase of tht?
tractors and individuals, employs
hook
to him. I believe that God and disappeared The only possi
budget
included:
town
officers
record.
further handle through cars from
temperatures.
A contrast from Copping-Bartlett property at the
wishes to share our lives with ble conclusion was that healing
50 men during the period from
salaries,
$3
300;
fire
protection,
Rockland to Boston. This will nec
Washington, D. C., where May junction of Limerock and Union
us—to assist us in every phase occurred in direct answer to
Elections
early spring to snowfall.
$1,400; support of poor, $4,000;
of its activity, anil that iiis chief prayer Dr Carrel won the Nordessitate a change of trains in
Craig recently reported that the streets for the city’s new dial
One vacancy on the School
payment on fire station note,
delight is to make our lives hoff-Jung Medal for cancer re
Portland and enforce an embar
sun had hardly been seen since be office is now in the negotiaton
abundant in every way
search. so he should know a can
BORN
committee was contested princi
$2,000.
rassingly long wait in the Portland
fore Christmas.
God answers prayer! Not al cer when he sees one His tesstage.
Risteen—At Eastern Maine Gen
Funds having to do with town pally by True Hall of Tenants
station.
ft will place on the eral Hospital, Bangor, March 5. to
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Draper
ways does he answer it with ex [ timony is that he once saw a
Late 1958 is now the target date and state roads were given ap- ' Harbor and Douglas Anderson of
actly the same response that we cancerous sore shrivel up into a
shoulders of those who have tried Mr. and Mrs. Sterling Risteen of motored to Portland on Friday.
for conversion of area phones to proval as follows: roads and i Port Clyde. The final vote was
wish, but always his answer, if scar right before his eyes after
to be loyal to the railroads one the University of Maine and Thom
Mrs. Muriel Lermond of Jeffer dial service.
we will let it. ultimately makes an earnest prayer
Hall
152
and
Anderson
139.
aston,
a
daughter
—
Rhonda
Lynn.
bridges.
$1,000;
snow
removal,
further obnoxious obstacle, thanks
son was a recent caller at Mrs.
our living more joyous, more
if you and I could have our
In another contest. Mrs. Alma
$6,500; cutting bushes and spray
to the Boston and Maine.
prosperous, and more abundant deepest desire granted, what
Grace Lermond’s.
CARD OF THANKS
MARRIED
| Heal defeated Edward Monaghan
ing.
$300;
snow
fence,
$160;
salt

than
before.
would
it he physically? Simply
Mrs. Estelle Newbert, Mrs.
We wish to thank the blood
Turner-Freeman—At Rockland.
j 168 to 134 for the post of treasGod is a good God! He is able this
I want to live! 1 do
Mrs. Mildred Pierson of Martins March 9. Arthur L. Turner of Leila Smalley of Thomaston, Mrs. donors, the technicians, Dr. Allen ing of Clary Hill Road. $250;
and he is willing to help us If not know what life is, I only
Aid
road
construction. I urer and excise tax collector.
ville appeared briefly on the tele Long Cove and Sandra Leigh Olive Fales, Mrs. Nettie Copeland and Dr. Lawry, and the nurses of State
he were able but not willing, know that 1 do not wish to leave
;
Mrs.
Heal
was
also
elected
town
Knox
Hospital
for
the
tender
care
$1,066;
rebuilding
of
Quiggle
Freeman
of
Rockland,
by
Rev.
vision program, Strike It Rich,
then he is evil
If he were it. 1 know that whatever brings
and Mrs. Marion Wood were
of our brother, Maynard G. Car Brook Bridge, $2,000.
i
clerk.
She
holds
the
first
triple
Arthur
Squires.
willing but not able, then he is (lain or suffering carries me
Monday morning.
Before she
guests Wednesday at the Copeland- ter, during his long illness. Also
Ta.vlor-Martz — At Glen Cove.
impotent
But
God
is all good toward the cessation of life.
. office in town history.
could be queried, time ran out.
Schools
the Masonic Order, friends and
and he is all powerful.
March 2, Marcellus M. Taylor of Maxcv home.
That which brings happiness en
An
entirely
new
board
of
aclectrelatives who sent flowers and
However, she is scheduled to ap South Hope and Mrs. Frances
The school budget was passed
Dr. Alexis Carrel, a distin larges life. Therefore, whatever
It’s just as easy to be courteous cards during our recent bereave as presented and amounted to • men is headed by Dr. Charles
pear on the same program this Martz of South Hope, by Rev.
guished scientist, physician. No makes my life more joyous and
ment.
Dalrymple with a three year
bel prize winner, and former more complete is that which I
Williams J. Robbins.
—and it pays much better.
morning.
Levilda Lash, Ida Wotton, Mary $41,066 with $1,000 added for re term. Second selectman is Ralph
head of the Rockefeller Institute seek, it is that toward which I
pairs and equipment.
Helen
Simmons
and
Letha
Colla

(or medical research, said this move.
DIED
! Cline of Spruce Head who was
As a rule the man who doesn’t more.
Knox County Hospital Alumni
31*
It
concerning prayer and its re
Jesus said. "I am come that
Richards—At Rockland. March 8. know right from wrong has
Fire Department
|
accorded
a
two
year
term.
Rich

i
sults (Man, the Unknown.)
Association will hold its monthly Dr. Harry Leroy Richards, age 78
ye might have life, and that you
It
was
voted
to
insure
the
fire
ard
Falla
won
the
third
select

"Prayer may set in motion ! might have it more abundantly'*
meeting and a covered dish sup years. Funeral services were held tendency to go to the bad.
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
trucks at a cost of $149 50 and to man's spot and a one year term.
a strange phenomenon, the 1 (John 10:101 Abundant mean*
per, tonight at 6.30 at the home of Monday at 2 p. m. from the Con
miracle.
Our present concep
"literally filled to overflowing.”
CARD OF THANKS
Veteran Tax Collector Joseph T.
UNFURN. Three Rm. Apt. with cover firemen with death and ac
Mrs. Dorothea Gay in Thomaston. gregational Church with Rev.
tion of the influence of pray
In this column, I shall share
I wish -to thank all my friends, bath to let. Elec, stove and re cident insurance with a policy Simmons was without opposition
Charles Monteith officiating.
er
ts
based
upon
the
ob

wiih my readers my own experi
Burial in Achorn Cemetery.
relatives and neighbors for their frig., thermostatic heat and hot costing $131.25.
as
he
rounded
out
a
quarter
censervations
of
patients
who
ences
of direct answers to
Don’t forget the big sale on Red j Maxey—At Portland, March 10, cards, flowers, gifts and other water. TEL. 1616.
31-33
Firemen were given permission try of service to the town.
have been cured almost in
prayer. Others, unimpeachabla
Cross and other good grade shoes ' William H. Maxcv of North Yar kindnesses shewn me during my
SHARP SAWS
stantaneously of various af
authorities in their fields of
to use funds earned by them in
Maynard Willey was named th.'
now going on at the Quality Shoe mouth and formerly of Rockland, recent illness in Knox Hospital. cut faster — last longer. We re
flictions. such as peritoneal
medicine, psychiatry, the minis
age 86 years. Intel ment was in Special thanks to Drs, Allen and
fighting
out
of
town
fires
to
buy
town
’
s
road
commissioner.
tuberculosis, cold abscesses,
tooth, joint, gum and sharpen all
Shop. Plenty 5B’s and narrow
try and other professions will
Achorn Cemetery.
Dennison and the nurses and staff types of saws by machinery. addl’d equipment for the depart
osteitis, suppurating wounds,
relate their own experiences of
widths in this sale. Every shoe
Sprague—At Rockland, March of the hospital.
lupus, cancer, etc. The pro
Circular saws, heavy mill saws ment.
the Heavenly Father answering
Road repairs. $300. A request for
must be sold and the price is 10, Mrs. Loney E. Sprague, age 31~lt
Margaret Montgomery.
cess
of
healing
change*
little
the prayers of his children.
fitted.
Wood
working
knives
' repair to a turn in the Gillitte
right
2fi-Tueg-34 70 years. Funeral services today
—
ofte.i
an
acute
pain,
then
a
1 will show you how, through
ground. Lawn mowers sharpened.
at 2 p. m. from the Davis Fun
IN ME MORI A.M
Road
at
a
cost
of
$300
was
turned
sudden
sensation
of
being
;
prayer
and faith in God, you can
VILI AGE SAWSHOP. Tannery Hope Has
eral Home in Roc kland with Rev.
In loving memory of our son. Lane, Camden. Horace. W. Robin
cured. In a few seconds, a ] be abundantly alive.
I down.
Charles R. Monteith officiating. M . •- H. Hafford, who passed son.
(Continued from Page One)
31-33
A lively discussion developed
Interment in Seaview Cemetery, away March 15. 1952.
ions
articles included: poor •e- over the time of next year’s meetDARK
Brown
Leathei
Fui
Rockland.
March brings back sad memories
Gillis—At North Haven, Feb. 22, God needed a special flower to Lined Glove found, size 8\. lief and old age assistance, $2,000; ! ing. A written ballot gave the nod
DODGE - PLYMOUTH
THE COFFEE POT
Owner may have same by calling common roads and bridges, $3,000; ' to the proponents of day meetings
Ralph Thorndike Gillis, age 66 Plant in iiis garden above so
ut THE COURIER-GAZETTE and
COMPLETE REPAIR SERVICE years. Funeral services were He sent his Angel one morning
HOTEL R<N Kl.AND — PARK AND UNION STREETS
salaries
of
town
officers,
$1,500;
i
hy
a
vote
of
42
to
41
against
night
paying for this ad.
31 It
held from tin* Baptist Church in And gathered the one we loved
town expense, $1,000.
sessions.
First Choice Used Can
5.) C.M(’
ton tor sale, 25,600
North Haven.
Interment in Sea He is placed among the fairest.
Snow removal, $3,700; aid to de-1
-------------------Available For Dieters
View Cemetery.
miles, like new, radio, heater,
Tendered with loving care
TEL. 720
ROCKLAND
Some people have been known
Michaud—At Thomaston. March In a special place in God’s gar defr., signal lights, trailer hitch. pendent children, $800; State Aid
RT. 1, NEW COUNTY RD.
3 extra tires, foam rubber cush Road construction, $1,066; Knox to spend half their lives seeking
10, Alfred Michaud of Brunswick,
den
Saccharin and Salt Substitutes
age 59 years.
To wait for his loved ones there. ions. $1500. AL N1CKLES. Thom Hospital, $140; Volunteer Fire De advice, and the other half dodging
Mom and Dad, Mr. and Mrs. aston Street, Rockland. Tel. 969- partment. $200.
Fruits
and
Vegetables Without Sugar or Salt
Frank Morse the consequences.
Advertise in The Courier-Gazette. Charles Hafford.
________ _________ 31U13
31 It M.
Also Tomato Juice.
PUBUC PARTY
AKC
Registered Beagles
6
weeks old for sale; also one. 9
EVERY FRIDAY AT 7.30 P. M.
j mos. old, has chased rabbits. !
SPECIAL DIET MENU SUGGESTIONS DAILY
BILL BARNES. Gardiner Road.
Tower Room - Community Bldg.
C'taSik, DUt&iaacA Acuj
Wiscasset.
31-32
Auspices Knights of Columbus
“JUST LISfED-~Mod.nl village
47-T*Th-tf
home in fine condition for sale,
It's Time To Be Thinking About A
centrally located in Camden, on
New Spring; Suit. Why Not Stop In
quiet street and in high-grade
Today and See Our Smart New
Fashions.
neighborhood. 6 rooms and bath.
3 bedrooms, excellent basement,
HART, SCHAFFNER & MARX
automatic oil heat. 1-car garage,
fine garden spot. Can be inspect- 1
Medical Payments Insurance on your Automobile
575.00 - $79.50
ed by appointment. ALLEN IN- !
Also
Available
in
Made-to-Measure
SURANCE AGENCY. David H.
Liability Policy costs S8.00 for $1000 coverage for EACH
BURPEE
Montgomery. Pres., Tel. Camden
Water pipes are burst by the
BOTANY 500
person in your car. You can have $2000 for just $1.
CEdar 6-2296.
31-11
Funeral Home
Tailored by Daroff
DOES
DRINKWATER Farm, Apph
expansion of the water as it
per year more. Covers you and your family in ANY cor.
ton, for sale, 5 rms., 90 acres, I
BARRETT M. JORDAN, Prop
$65.00
freezes into ice. The rent is not
HOT BURST
Established 1830
I running water, tel., bldgs, capaBe sure it's on YOUR policy.
KINGSRIDGE
WATER PIP£S
/
noticed until the thaw, when the
| city: 100 sheep, 1000 hens, elec
AMBULANCE SERVICE
By Schoneman
tricity. Price under $2700. RUBY
TEL. 390
ire melts and the water pours
! MARTZ DRNKWATER. 48 Pearl
$65.00
UO LIMEROCK STREET
out. I. “Popular Fallacies’’—
Street. Camden.
31*33
ROCKLAND, MAINE
SINCE 1854
CLOTHCRAFT
A. S. E. Ackermann. 2. “Nug
FOR SALE
$49.50
$55.00
ENGINEERED
PERSONAL INSURANCE
A
nice
three
bedroom
cottage
gets of Knowledge’’—Geo. W.
at Megunticook Lake, complete
STUDENT
SUITS
Stinipson.
with furnishings.
Dock, garage
TEL 393
14 SCHOOL STREET
ROCKLAND
$34.50 up
and boat.
Near Waldoboro, a w-aterfront
When thaws start - spring is here ... For your spring
farm of about 22 acres.
House
needs - come here and be satisfied
has 7 rooms and bath. Combina
tion barn and work shop. Drilled
well. Some pulp and timber. $8,000.
Four rooms and flush, all on
one floor, in good repair and on a
good sized lot. $2700.
Duplex with live rooms on each
side.
Good condition and good
location. $1500.
4 FINEST
See F. H. WOOD, Court House.
31-33

Coming Events

Miss Judy Pease is employed at
Havener’s. Rankin Block.

ABUNDANT UTE

SOUTH WARREN

Ellery T. Nelson Inc.

Preview of Spiucg Clothing

ITS A FACT

$1000 pet Petowi

Uf. C. £add & Sow

'ftEVERAG
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CAPT. FRANK GRIMES, VINALHAVEN'S

Total

80 YEAR OLD BOWLER, ENJOYS A
BIRTHDAY FEAST, ROLLS A 247
Capt. Frank Grimes, that in- retired to the alleys where the
domitable, indestructible, incurable Worms were scheduled to tangle
with the Ganders in the regular
addict of thc sport of bowling was
weekly match. It was a rather sad
tendered a testimonial dinner at pnding tQ an o,herwige perfect
the Islander Hotel on Monday
night. March 4, by his teammates
and members of the Vinalhaven
Bowling League, in honor of his
80th birthday. Although the
little cake he was presented had
only one candle on it. there is no
doubt but what it was entitled to
80 of them.
When asked to explain how one
could live to such a ripe old age
and still be so active, Der Cap
went to explain that he credited it
to the fact that he had never
drank liquor; went to bed early;
that he had kept away from wo
men for the major portion of his
life, and took his bowling exercise
regularly. At this point he was in
terrupted by O. V. Drew, who in
behalf of the League presented
him with a box of fine cigars, with
the expressed hope they would not
stunt his growth.
Special guests were Dr. Ralph
Earle and Howard Snowman.
After the meal the celebrators

evening for the Worms, for they
were swamped by some 77 pins ai- (
though they did manage to win
one point by taking the last string
The Ganders got the jump by
mean, Qf the big fi|gt gtring and
thp Wormg npver could catch up
Capt. Grimes rounded out the day
in a happy mood however for he
rolled an even 100 in his last
string, which he said reading the
tea leaves in his cup, meant he
would live to be 100.

Morg Sutliffe celebrated a little
too, for he took high single with
his 105 and total with 290. Link
Sanborn, who is next in line to
reach 80, put in a bid for a supper
and gift when that day arrives for
him, and the club went on record
that it would be done.
Worms

76
92
85
86

Grimes
Bickford
F. Chilles
Rae

71 100
82 98
99 82
83 90

247
272
257
259

$544.00
CASK AND/OR
TRADE

BUYS AN ADVANCED, NEW

That’s right! For a limited time only we’re offer
ing a new Ford All Purpose Tractor at this low
down payment price. Your trade-in will probably
cover it. And, you have your choice ot convenient

payment plans that include life, collision and
property insurance.

Up to 36 months or 3 crop years to
pay the balance
We have a wide selection of models in the
2-3 plow 600 Series and the big 3-4 plow

you
Bjrfl
U®’*

power, these new Ford Tractors really have

PAYSON'S
FARM MACHINERY, INC.
IJNION
TEL. 24
MAINE

,

/

82
88
91
79
105 loo
100 86
104 86

94
94
85
85
92

264
264
290
271
282

482 439 450

1371

For Farm And
Home Week
Increased efficiency in milk pro
duction and milk handling and
marketing will be the keynote of
a forum discussion on -the milk
marketing program for 50th Anni
versary Farm and Home Week,
April 1-4. The forum will meet
at 3.30 p. m. on Thursday, April
4Dr. Homer Metzger, agricul
tural economist of the University
of Maine, will preside.
A well-balanced panel of speak
ers will include Tom G. Stitts, di
rector of public policy for H. P. I
Hood aad Sons, Boston; Harold
Shaw, owner and operator of the
Shaw'-s Ridge Farm, Sanford;
Fred Nutter, former ccmmissionex of agriculture and currently the
operator of Maple View Dairy
Farm in Corinna; and Mrs. Ruth I

Read The Courier-Gazette

z

LAUGH AT
THE WEATHER
Use the train from

Mrs. Helen Johnson, new president of the VFW Auxiliary in Rockland, receives her pin of office
from Maine Department President Mrs. Lillian Nor *ross while other officers look on during Friday
night's installation ceremony. Left to right they are: Miss Alice Smalley, junior vice president; Mrs.
Bernice Ream*. senior vice president; Mrs. Xorcros* and Mrs. Johnson; Mrs. Ruth Thompson, chaplain;
Mrs. Maude Winchenlmch, treasurer; and Mrs. Evelyn Burnett, secretary.
The recently organized Auxili
ary to the Memorial Post, Vet
erans of Foreign Wars, installed
officers Friday night at the Grand
Army Hall.
Taking the office of president
was Mrs. Helen Johnson. Install
ing officer was Mrs. Lillian Nor
cross of Long Island. Maine de
partment president.

TROUBLE WITH LOBSTER FISHING
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:

fishermen will not agree with
In the past we have read a this—to stop night and Sunday
number of articles in our paper fishing because this is the time he
telling why the price of lobsters puts our price down at a low. low.
are at starvation levels all the I will try and point out why he
time, at least from May to Nov does just that. First of all he ha.-:
ember. Now let this writer tell a job that pays him a good wage
every week. I have talked with
you the real reason.
I know of 10 good reasons why men thft -.ve call part-time fish
our markets are overflowing, and ermen you and I know what I am
the price is at a low, low. Sunday talking about. The next thing
fishing is the primary cause of that they do to hurt the regular
these reasons. Now some of our fishermen is to sell his lobsters
all-time fishermen will not agree at any price. They already have
with this at first, but think this their weekly check and what over
matter over seriously, and see they get is all cream to them. I
what you come up with. I don’t might add they do not have to go
believe you know just what is out in the cold and haul all winter
taking place. I don’t think it is to pay for trap gear like tlic
right for us to sit back and let regular fishermen that he cculd
the Fishermen’s Association state not pay for on account of low
what it thinks is a good price at1 prices in the summer and fall.
a certain time of year. Wake up’ All the part-time fishermen had to
all-time fishermen, and set your do was to haul out his cream
own price, by stopping Sunday1 money and settle up.

fishing.
I have talked with many fish
ermen and they agree that this is
the only way.
Don’t get this
writer wrong, I think that the as
sociation is a great thing, of which
I am a member. I am all for it
but it cannot sell your lobsters
for you. and it cannot make tht1
dealers do the impossible and pay
the price we should get for our
catch if the market is over-run
and they can’t sell. Now I know
what this brings to mind, that too
many traps are being put in the
water per man. That is right,
hundreds too many, but that can
not be controlled by force, so it
must be put aside for now. I
must say at this point, if we can
stop Sunday fishing we will not
have to run so many traps per
man. This would also stop the big
demand for trap stock. By get
ting control of this the price on
trap stock would go down so we
might get a trap bottom for 30
cents, instead of 55 cents, and a
thousand laths for $17, instead of
$27.
Now all-time fishermen, you
know very well that the part-time

Prince
George
Hotel

and New York

AN INTfRNATIONAL*^

Don't slip and slide — ride the safe,

on

warm,

comfortable

trains.

You’ll get there relaxed, rested ... come
home the same way. Low fares cost less

I don't know how many so cal
led part-time fishermen there are

on the New England coast but to
get round figures let's say one
thousand.
Can’t you regular
fishermen sec what this is doing
to our lobster business? See how
many lobsters that goes on to our
dealers, and the dealers custom
ers on Sunday and after sundown?
I don’t say stop that man from
lobstering, but let’s all get toge'her on this and don’t let him glut
the market; so w-e can't sell our
lobsters for a decent price.
Most of these part-time fisher
men live so that they can get to
the coast every day of the week
after work and haul until ten
o’clock at night.
Isn’t that
enough?

Wake up fishermen; We must
stop this if we want to put 'he
food we need on our own tables.
The all-time fishermen puts is 12
months of hard labor and ends up
with much of his money put back
into trap gear, boats etc. What
an over-head we have.
The part-time fisherman has a
25 dollar row boat and a few
traps that will last him quite some

Look at these

1OOO SPACIOUS

LOW FARES!

MODERN ROOMS
•

ROCKLAND TO:

Evelyn Burnett, secretary; Mrs.
Bertha Thompson, conductress;
Mrs. Mildred Mills, guard; Mrs.
Ruth Thompson, chaplain; Mis.
Frances Liuzza, patriotic instruc
tor; Mrs. Hilda Athearn, banner
bearer; Mrs. Marian Meehan,
very far. This is what is hurting day fishing. The price ol lobsters
flag bearer; and Grace Lombardo.
us all-time fishermen. Wake up was 30 and 35 cents on most of
Phyllis Sukeforth, A'.etha Munro,
boys 1
the coast last summer and we
and Bernice Hatch, color bearers.
A story was told to me like this. all-time fishermen kn-.w that it
cost more than that to go. We
time because he doesn’t use them A part-time fisherman had a cabin
could get 50 cents just as well,
on
the
coast
and
he
had
friends
winters. All he has to do these
but wc must stop glutting the
cold days is work where it is nice visiting him from down the coast.
All they knew about lobsters was market on Sunday. I have men
and warm and laugh at us. out
that they could eat all they could tioned part-time fishermen, and it
hauling and freezing our hands
get, so this fellow started out to seems that I blame them and
trying to get enough money to pay
them alone for Sunday fishing
our taxes before the books close. haul his handful of traps that he
had just for weekends, and took but that’s not so. I know of a lot
Big joke I say. Now after these
along one of the visiting friends of all-time fishermen who fish
part-time fishermen haul all week
and he somehow got his eye on seven days a week and cannot see
until 10 o'clock and later, they
the lobster measure and asked, that they are taking money out of
have Saturday off. and they get
their own pockets.
an early start Saturday morning, "What is that"? So thc owner
Wake up boys. If we pass the
gave him the lowdown on it.
some with all the family and
"Why’’, he said, "we save evp-y law you and I will know that not
some have good neighbors, so they
thing we catch where I come a trap is being hauled, when It
bring them along to start for the
from”. See what I am trying to comes Sunday. Maybe you would
coast for a big weekend in some
point out. Our market and deal like to go for a ride and enjoy
little cove or cabin.
ers are being abused by these the day of rest.
Now don’t forget what’s in these
A Starving Fisherman,
part-time fishermen and reducing
folks mind. Yes, a big lobster our price to a lov, low. I was in
L. V. Jovce.
feed. Now at this point I don't a man’s house, (part-time fisher
Swans Island, March 7, 1957.
say that the lobsters they cat are man) some time ago and in his
Don’t expect a man who kicks
illegal but look at it this way. If refrigerator, I saw at least 30
pounds of lohsters, all legal all the time to move forward.
they are not. don’t you see that
what I saw, and I said, "how can
there is a lot of lobsters that the
you afford to buy so many lob
dealer, that we blame for low
sters”? “Buy? I don't buy them”,
prices, won't have a chance to
he said, "I have a few traps I
sell to our local trade. This is
haul Sundays, and I have some
going on and in a big way, and if I
friends coming to visit me and I
we want to live we must stop it. I
want them to have plenty of lob
X -’J'-’1The dealer ha to sit hy and try
sters cheap”.
and sell his to a market that is
Do you all-time fishermen get
well supplied. Thc local markets
Typewriters and Adding
are all the same all along the what I'm trying to make you see?
Why shouldn’t he and his friends
coast of New England. It is run
Machine Repair Service
ning over with pecple going to the 1 buy from the dealer that is filled
ALL WORK GUARANTEED
to
the
top
and
can
’
t
sell
them.
coast for the weekend. New arc
They would have to. providing a
State News Co.
we going to let the dealers supply
law was passed cutting out Sun
142-T-tf
the lobsters to these people and
the market at a price from which
we all can make a living, or arc
we going to let part-time fisher
men supply them at any price
which to them would all be cream.
.Now you know and I know frem
past experience that all the lob
sters sold to these folks along the
coast are not legal size. If a law
was passed to stop all trap hauling
vUOO’1' - J
Handy To THEATRES •
from sunset Saturday until sun
rise Monday morning from May
V
’
SHOPPING • SUBWAYS •
15 to October 15, our price pro
HISTORIC SITES • BUSINESS DISTRICTS
blem would be over. The care
takers of the big mansion^ along
NOW—AIR CONDITIONED GUEST ROOMS
the coast also have licenses to
MODERN COMFORTABLE ACCOMMODATIONS
TREMONT AND
lobster and he wants to be a good
Reasonably Priced
BOYLSTON
STS.
guy, so he sets out a few traps
OVERLOOKING
and saves a big lot of lobsters
CHILDREN
UNDER 14 — NO CHARGE
BOSTON
COMMON
for the weekend. His employers
PARKING AVAKAUE
J might give him some of the cream
You'll enjoy THE SABLE ROOM and the TOURAINE GRILLE
, money, and knowing lobsters and
THOMAS J. WALSH. Ganerai Manaqor
| hig crowds. 100 pounds don’t go

'otel/ouraine

fe>Boston

This baby canflick its tail
at anything on the road!

DeSoto

NEWLY FURNISHED

• MANY WITH II" TV

than driving,too!

ONE

ROUND
v.'tr

Portland

WAV
$3.47

Boston

$7.85 $13.97

$6.16

Quiet
ComfoHable
Convenient

New York $18.67 $33.18

Yeah! —flick its tail and then some. Anyway you want
to look at it, this low-slung glamor gal leads thc pack.

t MINUTIS TO SHOPPING —
THEATRES — AU TERMINALS —
(VINING AND WIIK-INO
PARKING ADVANTAGES

ROCKLAND

PORTLAND

BOSTON

Plagued by the lowest prices for poached eggs, scrambled eggs and
March is being
eggs in 10 years, poultrymen, other recipes.
designated as Egg Month. Special
backed by the U. S. Department
promotion is planned by the Maine
of Agriculture, plan an all-out
Poultry and Egg Board.
campaign this month to increase
The U.S. Department of Agricul
consumer demand for eggs, says ture is listing eggs as one of the
Frank D. Reed. Extension Service plentiful foods and is sponsoring
poultry marketing specialist, Uni news, radio, and TV programs on
versity of Maine.
eggs.
Prices received by Maine farm
Maine consumers are fortunate
ers in January and February were in that high-quality, locally-pro
the lowest since World War H. duced eggs are available in every
Wholesale prices have been such section of the state. Quality need
that a flock laying at a 50 per cent not be a matter of luck or guess
production rate has barely re work if consumers will look for the
turned thc feed cost, leaving Grade A designation on the carton.
nothing to cover thc other costs of This quality classification means
production, including the farmer’s a clean egg which, when broken
labor. Current egg prices are out, will have a firm, well-round
about 10 cents below a year ago. ed yolk, plenty of thick white, and
while feed prices have gone up will be free of defects. Correct
slightly, says Reed.
grade labeling is backed by the
The present situation is the re Maine Egg Law.
sult of a slightly larger number of
Large and extra large eggs at
laying birds, and an exceptionally this season of the year are the
high rate of lay. The rate of lay best buys, points out Reed.
A
is running about 25 per cent above dozen large eggs retailing at 60
the average of the last five years, cents a dozen weigh 24 ounces or
Reed explains.
more — which is a price of only
A special effort is being made 40 cents a pound.
to acquaint consumers with the
An interesting booklet, “Know
fact that eggs are an unusually The Eggs You Buy,’’ is available at
good buy, and that savings in the county Extension Service offices
family food budget can be made or by writing the Bulletin Office,
through an increased use of egg Extension Service, University of
dishes, including omelets, salads, Maine, Orono.

IN NEW YORK

Portland, Boston

York

District officers in attendance
were Mrs. Frank Richardson of
Friendship, District 10 president,
and Mrs. Mary Brown of Bruns
wick, District 12 president.
Other officers installed included:
Mrs. Bernice Reams, senior vice
president; Miss Alice Smalley,
junior vice president; Mrs. Maude
Winchenbach,
treasurer;
Mrs.

WHAT IS THE ONE GREAT

Maine Coast points to

easy way to Portland, Boston and New

EGG SALES BEING PUSHED AS
PRICES DROP TO 10 YEAR LOW

Dairy Panel Set

/ 'z
Z’

New V.F.W. Auxiliary Officers Seated

banders

Total

30-31 and 33-34

Vz//

1294

Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Ames and
family were in St. George Sunday.
Mrs. Ames and Carol remained for
seveial days to be with her mother
who is ill.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Ames of
Vinalhaven were recent overnght
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Norris
Young.

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS TOP-VALUE OFFER TODAYI

//z^

408 463

MATINICUS

They’re the most advanced all purpose
tractors on the market.

Z /
///
/z/

259

As their basic contributions to
tho work of the forum, Stitts win
discuss current and future de
velopments that may affect thc
marketing of milk in this region
and nationally. Nutter, as a form
er commissioner of agriculture
for Maine, is particularly wellfitted to cover the future role of
pricing and other regulatory agen
cies of the state and their influ
ence on marketing milk.
Mrs.
Loebs will talk about milk mar
keting practices as they affect the
needs and expectations of the
housewife, and Shaw, as a diver
sified dairy producer, will discuss
•he challenges that confront milk
producers in
marketing their
products in this state.

ALL PURPOSE TRACTOR

800 Series . . . both available with either
gasoline or LP-Gas power. And talk about

93

Loebs of Waterville, consumer
representative of the Maine Milk
Commission.
The discussion probably will in
clude many important issues that
, will have to be faced by the dairy
industry and the consumers in the
next five or 10 years. Bulk
handling of milk, new types and
sizes in consumer packages, new
dairy products and possible new
pricing concepts are topics that
are of immediate concern to the
indu ,try and to the consumer.
The, years ahead may see changes
in the marketing outlets for milk,
Changes in the number and in the
size of individual milk producers
and
distributors and
possible
changes in government regula
tions.

AS LOW AS

•hit

423

i
, Peterson
Drew
Sutliffe
• Peacock
j Goose

82

84

Rerommended by

NEW ft YORK

And the price? Just $2732.25 for a big De Soto 4-door
sedan—complete with famous Torsion-Aire ride and a
mighty 245 hp V-8. Drive a De Soto before you decide—

AAA

at your nearby De Soto-Plymouth dealer. It’s the most

A

WEEK-END

Special

exciting car in the world today!

~ IVIRT WICK • THURSOAV THROUGH SUMO AT

Ar. 1:20 P.M.

Ar. 10:35 A.M.

----------

tv.

7:45 A.M.

Weekdays

tv.

4:05 P.M. —> Ar. 7:00 P.M. —► Ar. ,0:15 P.M. ->Ar. 7:30 A.M.

Sundays

tv.

5:20 P.M.

Weekdays

Weekdays
Weekdays
Sundays

Ar. 7:55 P.M.

Lv.
Ar. 11:25 A.M.
Ar. 5:25 P.M. 4— Lv.

8:20 A.M.

Ar. 11:15 AM.

8:35 AAA.

lv.

2:43 P.M.

Ar. 10:25 P.M.
— —

4-

Ar. 7:30 A.M.
Lv. 10:15 P.M.

lv. 12:30 P.M. *-----------

—

Lv. ,0:15 P.M.

$2732^

c /> cn PER PERSON

yyjt/

f

*

PER DAY IN

“double rooms
$6 SINGLE OCCUPANCY

. . INCLUDING
COMPLETE BREAKFAST
CMAMES P KAMA G—

14 L 2IH» $♦.. New York 14. N. T.
Tel - Lh.aqt«a } NOS

Teletype - NY , 771

F.O.B. Detroit. DeSoto 4-door
sedan. Optional equipment,
accessories, state and local
taxis, if anv. additional. All
prices subject to change with
out notice. S’s Him meat exciting
value in the world today!

DE SOTO DEALERS PRESENT GROUCHO MARX ON

RADIO ANO TELEVISION

MILLER'S GARAGE, INC.
25-31 RANKIN STREET

ROCKLAND, MAINE

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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remain with her sister for a while good, Mrs. Gladys Walls. Mrs.
longer.
Lida Ames, Mrs. Pat Bradley,
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce King and Mrs. Herbert Peterson. Mrs. Ruth
PATRICIA DUNCAN
children and Mr. and Mrs. Hardey Osgood and Mrs. Bertha Slaughter,
Correspondent
Prince all of Beverly, Mass., were who is an honorary member.
Telephone 172
weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Everett Libby.
Mrs. Ethel Smith was hostess
The Ladies of the GAR will meet
to Just Us Girls Club last Tuesday on Friday with Mrs. Villa Ames. NORTH HAVEN
evening. The members enjoyed a A 6.30 supper will be seived.
ETTA F. BEVERAGE
Correspondent
grab bag game.
Lunch was
At the meeting of the Vinalhaven
Telephone 16-4
served and an enjoyable evening Development Association on Fri
spent.
day evening. Herbert Rose and
Mrs. Mellie Gillis was in Rock
Mrs. Maul Morang has returned Dougals MacDonald of thc Burn
home from Camden where she ham and Morrill Fisheries in land last week to attend services
visited with her family. She is Portland were guest speakers. A for her cousin’s husband, the late
now staying with her sister. Mrs. dinner party was held at the Irving McBride.
Clyde McIntosh on Lane’s Island. Islander Hotel before the meeting
Mrs. Lucy Morrison wishes to
Mrs. Della Simmers was host honoring Mr. Rose and Mr. Mac express her appreciation to the
ess to the E.O.T. Club on Thurs Donald. Those present were VDA taxpayers who. at Monday’s Town
day evening. First prize at cards president Sam Slaughter and Mrs. Meeting showed their interest by a
was won by Mrs. Mora Thomas, Slaughter, Mr. and Mrs. Hollis substantial raise in her wages as
consolation prize by Mrs. Hazel Burgess. Everett Libby. Mrs. a town official.
Roberts, and Mrs. Carrie Bennett Lucy Skoog. Mrs. Bessie Geary.
Mrs. Rose Dyer is in California
won the Traveling Prize. Lunch Herbert Rose and Dougal Mac with her son Paul Durant Dyer.
Donald.
was served by the hostess.
| Irven Stone and Bill Hurd have
Mr. and Mrs. George Swears of been busy ths winter in Hurd’s
Mrs. Genieva Mills has re
turned home after spending two New Britain, Ccnn.. visited over plumbing shop (when not other
months visiting with her children the weekend with Mr. and Mrs. wise employed! and last week put
and ther famlies. Mr. and Mrs. Al Ashley Genthner. Mr. Swears re out a 24 ft. power boat for Lewis
bert Columib and Mr. and Mrs. turned to Connecticut on Mondav Burgess and have started one for
j but Mrs. Swears will remain in High
Max Mills in Springfield, Mass.
School
Principal
Dana
Mrs. Villa Ames was hostes to tc-.vn longer to help care for her Smith.
thc Star Club on Friday afternoon. father, Willie Calderwood, who is
Stephen Witherspoon who went
The club met. to honor the birth quite ill.
J recently to Connecticut and else
Mrs. Lizzie Greenlaw, chairman where, has returned.
days of Mrs. Emily Arey and Mrs.
Clyde McIntosh. A most delicious of the local unit for the American
Mr. and Mrs. Sherman Cooper
lunch was served and the after Red Cross Drive i eports that the were in Vinalhaven to attend serv
drive is on for the month of March ices for her grandmother, the late
noon spent working a quilt.
Mrs. Annie Lane had as guests and a list of workers are as fol Mrs. NePie Ames Thayer. Rev.
over the weekend her sister. Mrs. lows: Mrs. Ellen Hopkins, Miss George Merriam from here offiClara Seaburg and Mrs. Sea burg’s Faye Coburn. Mrs. Judith Moyer. I ciated.
sons-in-law, Ramon Baney and Mrs. Susan Hall. Mrs. Esther Con
Mr. and Mrs. Merle Mills spent
Robert Hughes all of Niantic. way. Mrs. Frances Parmenter, the weekend in Peru with her rela
Conn.
Mr. Baney and
Mr. Mis. Jennie Webster. Mrs. Pear! tives. Merle had attended the reHughes returned to their homes ' Fifield, Mrs. Edith Williams. Mrs I cent Superior Court in Rockland
cn Monday but Mrs. Seaburg will Erdine Chilles, Mrs. Isabell Os | up to Wednesday at Traverse

VINALHAVEN

Foge FM

cake which suited “boys” of any I
age. President Bill Hurd gave an
interesting talk on “guns”, show
ing a variety of guns. High School
Principal Dana Smith was pre
pared to show movies of the Rem
The Sisterhood “Gloria Temple’’ ington Arms Factory but due to
whose project was the Heart Drive the storm and power failure, he t
met on Thursday, Feb. 28. Coffee w’as unable to do it, yet all had a
pleasant evening.
was served afterward at the home ,
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Stone ob
ol Mr. and Mrs. Owen Grant of
the Morrow Farm, West District. served his birthday, which fell on
Mrs. Dorothy Quinn was chairman the 8th. on Saturday evening.
Guests were Mr. and Mrs. Bill
of the committee
Hurd, Mr. and Mrs. Sherman
J. F. Dyer, supervisor of the La
Cooper. Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Joy
mont Farm, is in Mexico on vaca
and Stephen Witherspoon.
tion.
Mrs. Donald GreenJaw has been
Mr. and Mrs. Fletcher Burgess
to Boston with Mrs. Colon Win
(Elaine Gillis) ol Portland have
slow and her daughter, Alda, who
been guests of her mother, Mrs.
was in the Children’s Hospital for
Mellie Gillis and his parents, Capt.
tests and treatment. Mrs. Green
and Mrs. Neil Burgess.
law’s mother, Mrs. James Haskell,
Mrs. Clyde O. Ames. Mrs. Win
had care of her daughters, Donna
nie B. Ames and Mrs. Hope Crock
and Brenda.
ett were recent dinner guests of
Graduation honors for the clam of 1957 at North Haven High School have been announced by Prin
Mrs. Kathleen Dyer Popp of |
cipal Dana Wallace. Firat honor* for the four years were awarded Miss Judith Quinn, daughter of Mr.
Littie’s sister. Mrs. Eva Hopkins.
Belmont, Mass., and her son Fred and Mrs. Stanley Quinn, whoae picture i* at the left. Second honor* were awarded Mi** Gertrude M.
Miss Debbie Thayer, young
of North Reading, Mass., were in Beverage, daughter of Mr. and Mr*. Carl Beverage, center, and third honor* to Jacky Brown, son of Mr.
er
daughter
of
Mr. and
’
Photos by Uzzell
town to attend services for her and Mr*. Ernest Brown, right.
Mrs.
Edward Thayer,
sur
brother-in-law, the late Almon W.
prised
her
maternal
grand
lace; a play, “The Tale of Tardy
Ames on Sunday.
VOLUME OF FARM SALES UP IN
father, Grover Babbidge, on Tues-'
| Mrs. Birger Youngquist and Mr. Tom”, with Bryce Geele, Nancy
day when she arrived “A.W.O.L.” i
Pietla
and
Raymond
Meservey;
! and Mrs. Michael Williams were
56 BUT HARD TO FIND PROFITS
to sing “Happy Birthday’’ to him. '
recitations by Galen Harkins,
in Vinalhaven last week.
It was the wrong grandpa, being
Richard
Crabtree.
Edith
Aho,
I
On the basis of volume of sales ceipts under today's conditions
Alton S. Calderwood of Indian
Raymond Thayer who had the
Point Farm, Little Thorofare, Susan Aulis, Stanley Creamer, only. Maine farming had its sec but. even at that, the indications
birthday. Both families have the
whose birthday was the 8th, is Pamela Waltz, Mary Little. Bonny ond biggest year of all time in are that 1936 as a whole was a
telephone so Debbie was soon lo
1936, Allen W. Manchester. Exten comparatively good year for farm
sporting a beautiful (?) black eye, Ralph and Claudia Jameson.
cated and the ending is still in
received while hauling wood, so
Saxaphone solo, David Lawson; sion Service economist, said to ing in Maine.
doubt, but how can a “little” girl
It degenerated in the lats
he says.
play, “Uncle Sam’s Helpers”, day.
always be sure, when sing she
Preliminary estimates place the months held the total to a compar
Mrs. Frank Washburn, who has with Raymond Denomme, Norma
must, for grandpa?
been guest of her daughter and Hoffses, Carol French, Shirley cash receipts of Maine farmers for atively favorable level, Manches
The Community Men’s Club held
the year at 201,000 000 dollars. The ter said.
family, Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd F. Guptill and Harold Kennedy
Boys’ Night at Nebo Lodge on
one bigger year was 1952, with a
Total cash receipts from farmCrockett of Nebo Lodge, returned
The play. “Grandmother’s WedFriday night with a good attend
| ing (in millions of dollars) for re
on Monday to her home in Perry, ding'', with Nancy Walter, Susan $211,000,000 total.
ance.
Mr. and Mrs. Crockett
These. Manchester emphasized, cent years are: 1949. 175.9; 1950,
being accompanied by her daugh Geele,
John
Richard Howes,
served a smothered beef dinner,
ter, Mrs. Crockett, as far as Cam Reed, Billy Forbe, Pamela Krah. are very far from net income 166.1; 1951. 183.8; 1952 . 211.8; 1953,
etc., with dessert of ice cream and
den where she will attend a con Janet Blanchard. Charles Waltz, figures. Costs run high and ab 170.2; 1954. 140.4; 1955. 179.7; and
sorb a high share of the gross re 1956. 2M.8 (subject to revision).
ference of the Garden Club Vice I and John Lowell taking part.
Presidents.
Accordion trio, Mary Lou Prock,
The High School Juniors held a
chrome slides of Spain and Italy. Mr. and Mrs. Edward Karlsson
Wanda Grover and Carol French;
successful food sale on Saturday
These pictures were taken by and sons Paul and Keith and
music by a boys’ quartet. Billy
Fred Shumaker, and he gave the daughter Gall.
in the Elsie Brown shQp on Main
, Meservey, Peter Genthner, Larry
street.
audience a pleasant commentary
Mr and Mra Roscoe Hupper of
Jackson and Donald Stover; and
Ernest Ames of Vinalhaven, a
on the trip. Refreshments were New York spent a few days last
selections by the Miller School
were served and $25 was received wcek at thelr sunimer home,
brother and Kenneth Ames, a
Band. The program was under
nephew, were here on Sunday to
from that sale for the fund of the Spruce Coves.
the direction of the teachers of
attend the A. W. Ames services.
young peoples project.
Mis. Fred Hooper is confined to
the school and Ernest Lippman.
Mr. and Mrs. Colby Hupper and her home with an unpleasant
their daughter, Miss Helen Hup- spring cold.
MARTINSVILLE
per. are home after spending sevThe Jonasson family have reWALDOBORO
A very pleasant evening was en eral weeks at Fort Lauderdale, turned from a trip to Florida.
MRS. RENA CROWELL
joyed at the Ridge Church recently Fla.
L The Ladies’ Sewing Circle met
Correspondent
when the Young People's Group Mrs. Mildred Pierson is in New Thursday, March 7, with Miss
Telephone TEmple 2-9261
of the church sponsored commun- York City where she is visiting Elizabeth Harris and Miss Lena
' ity sing and a showing of koda- with her daughter and family, Harris as hostesses.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank McFarland
of New Harlior have been guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Heber Poland.
Mrs. Effie Gamage who has
been visiting Mrs. Marjorie lives
is now disiting her sister in Bre
men.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Winchenbach
and Mr. and Mrs. George lives
spent an evening recently with Mr.
and Mrs. Chester Genthner in
Gardiner.
Mrs. Blanche DcRossi of Au
gusta is visiting her daughter,
Mrs. Loring Crowell for a few
days.
Mrs. Grace Winslow was in Au
gusta Sunday.
Mrs. Henry lives, Mrs. Ella
Hilton. Mrs. Verna Gould, Mrs.
Charles Gamage was in Rockland
Friday.
Mrs. Jane Cushing of Pemaquid
spent the weekend with Mrs. Ruth
Hinkley.

Juryman.

North Haven Graduation Honors Announced

The North Haven selectmen,
Vernon Beverage. Ira Curtis and
Stanley Quinn were in Augusta
last week in the interest of the
proposed New Ferry.

PTA Meeting

The PTA met Friday evening at
the Miller School with a program.
Taking part was a trumpet duet
i by Elaine Reed and Lowell Wal-

6/wnz) -tk/ Rwufcj
to Hutouc goitont

the piece of
|\Jo

"Could, Daddy really see my new tooth
over the telephone?”
Pure imagination?
Perhaps, but telephone chatting to swap news,

GIimf-Ru

STAINLESS VINYL FLOOR COVERING
that was laid across the street in front of our store!

The friendly Manger Hotel is just
a hop. skip and jump from
BUNKER HILL * 0L0 NORTH CHURCH
THE WARSHIP CONSTITUTION
AT THE NAVY YARO
Welcome to Boston's newest, most
convenient hotel. Direct entrance
from North Station, adjacent park
ing. Every one of the 500 light,
airy rooms has its own bath and

•
Subjected to the "Sandran Torture Test" of 75 hourt
and 75,000 vehicle* plus weather and temperature
changes ... nothing has been done to it...
not even wiped off)

It is amazing the torture this piece of Sandran
took-and camo through without ony signs of
wear or damage) It proves conclusively,
Vinyl Sandran is stainless, scrubless,
keeps its "just waxed" look without
constant care I To see it is to
believe itl Get all this stainless,
easy to clean vinyl beauty for
your home now I

radio.
PROM
$5.50 Single • $8.00 Double

big or little, is sure a wonderful way to w’arm up
the day/ Families are close together from morning

till night because the telephone is always at hand
and it’s the job of 3200 Maine telephone people to

see that it stays that way.

NORTH STATION BOSTON

COME IN TODAY AND SEE SANDRAN FOR YOURSELFI

FOR RESERVATIONS

NEW

ENGLAND TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH

SANDRAN

COMPANY

Telephone Capital 7*2600
or write or wire
Frank J. Hanley, Gen. Mgr.

Dm Vwfc, N. T. .
n. ». •

TELEPHONE 939 FOR FREE ESTIMATE

UNITED HOME SUPPLY CO.
‘

WHERE WILl6w AND RANKIN STREETS MEET

579-589 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, MAINE
31*32
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Fogg Six
Korpinen, Sandra Barr, Sumner
Keyes, Malcolm Crute and John
Upham. Jr.
Newt tnd Social Items, Notices and Advertisement! may be sent
Mr. and Mrs. Bowdoin Grafton '
or telephoned to
entertained Sunday in honor of
MRS GEORGE NEWBERT. HIGH ST., TEL. 156-P
the first birthday of their grand555^B^BSH!^S5S5 j daughter, Gail Grafton.
Guests
Mr. and Mrs. Ruswell Hotfsea
Willie Berry has returned to were: Her parents. Mr. and Mrs. !
and son. Kurt, were in Portland Portland Juni r College after George Grafton of Thomaston. Mr. j
Sunday visiting Mr. and Mrs. spending the weekend with his and Mrs. Archie Bowley and Mi.
and Mrs. Fred Harden and son-.
family.
Virgil Hoffses.
Friends of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Brian and David of Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Libby, ac
Mrs. Janet Berry was hostess
companied by Mrs. Harriet Has Kontio. Jr., who wish to write
kell of Deer Isle, left Monday for them may do so at 124 Essex to a group of frends at her home
Friday night with Mrs. Thelma
a two weeks trip touring Florida. street, Bangor.
Mayflower
Temple,
Pythian Fitts as special guest. A social
Mrs. Ralph Cushing is in St.
Sister* will hold a stated meet-; evening was spent with Mrs. Mary
Joseph, Mich., called there by the
Ing Friday night with the degree Olson of Cushing winning a prize.
illness of her mother.
staff of Boothbay Harbor Temple Refreshments were served. Other
Mrs. Elmer E. Leonard was a
exemplifying the degrees. Cres guests were. Mrs. Hester- Maloney.
recent guest of Mrs. Ira Reekins
cent Temple of Warren and Mrs. Marjorie Olson and Mrs. Pain Belfast.
Friendship Temple have been in- tricia Wood of Cushing, Mrs. June
Fred Ames is a patient at Knox vited to attend. A 6.30 supper1 Cullen of Rockland, Mrs. Carol
Hospital.
will precede the meeting with Berry. Mis. Mary Pease and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Dorsey and Mrs. Lewellyn Baines. Mrs. War Mildred Berry of Warren. Mrs.
son. Jay, spent the weekend in ren Everett and Mrs. Marcelene Priscilla Eastman, Mrs. Joan
Boston.
Stone serving on the committee. Young, Mrs. Vera Young, Mrs.
Mrs. and Mrs. Donald Champlin
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Preston Janice Hall. Mrs. Marguerite Jor
have returned to Glenn Falls, N. and family have moved from High dan and Mrs. Barbara Fernald of
Y.. after spending the weekend street to the Rena Knight house Thomaston.
with her mother. Mrs. Juliet Lun- on Gleason street.
Bridal Shower
din.
Thirty members of Boy Scout
Miss
Louise
Jones, Thomaston.
Carroll Reilly has returned to Troop 215 attended the Scout rally
to Midshipman LeNew York to join his ship after in Camden Saturday night with i whoSt-... marriage
......
,
spending several days with Mrs. the troop winning second ”place in roy W. Philbrook will take place
i
in
June,
was
guest
of
honor
at
a
Reilly at their home on High which 14 troops of the Down East
I surprise bridal shower Friday
.street.
District took part.
Dr. E. R.
Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Clark and Moss, assistant chairman of the night at the Episcopal Church
Mrs. Margurite Hills, Walchildren, Norma, Daniel, Susan Down East District spoke briefly i vestry.
. .
..
T, ,
*
J doboro; Miss Evelyn Bean and
and Jane, were in Bucksport Sun and presented the ribbons.
ParMiss
Sandra
Philbrook
were coday to call on Mrs. Clark’s par
ents attending and furnished trans- ylosl(.sses
ents. Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Keyes. portation were: Scoutmaster and
A color scheme of blue and
Mrs. Susan Robinson has return
Mrs. Gordon DeWolfe, Assistant
ed home after having been a pa Scoutmaster and Mrs. Russell white streamers and wedding
I belts was used. A three-tier cake
tient at Knox Hospital.
Her
Hoffses,
Assistant
Scoutmaster , eoniplete w jth (bf, brid(? and bHde.
daughter, Julie, is staying with
and Mrs, Ernest Guimond. Mr. broom an(|
other refreshments
Mi&s Nora Seaver. son Frederick,
and Mrs. Lewellyn Baines. Mr. were served
is with Mr. and Mrs. Charles
and Mrs Chester Winslow, Mr.
Guests present were: Miss Har
Spear and son, Christopher, has
and Mrs. Aaron Clark and daughriet Leach. Mrs. Josephine Seli
been guest of Mrs. Minnie New
ter, Susan, Mr. and Mrs. Frank
ger, Mrs. Wilma Huntley of
bert.
Tibbetts, Mr. and Mrs. Dwinnells,
Fockland; Mrs. Minnie Post, Owls
Mrs. George Newbert, Wilbert
Head; Miss Evelyn Crockett, Miss
Harper, Vernon Achorn, Forest
Mary Littlefield, Camden; Mrs.
Stone and Leonard Cousens.
Rae Kontio, Bangor; Mrs. Valerie
Thomaston Lion’s Club will
Boggs, Mrs. Annie Rogers, War
meet for a 6.30 supper at Thom
ren; Mrs. Thelma Jones, Mrs.
aston Cafe Wednesday evening at
Donna Bond. Mrs. Edith St. Clair,
6.30 followed by the business
Mrs. Sibyl Garniss, Mrs. Amy
meeting in the Undercroft of St.
Tripp. Mrs. Mele Saari, Mrs. Viv
John’s Episcopal Church.
Two
ian Connon, Mrs. Joan Vaitones,
films on “Construction and ManMrs. Kathleen Anderson, Mrs.
!gLmAnt.?LP.'7.^TniLa_"d.
Mar*aret Files, Mrs. Celia Wal
reation Areas" will he shown. The
lace, Mrs. Emma Young, Mrs.
selectmen and the Park Commis
Rena Kalloch. Mrs. Nida Cushing,
sion have been invited to attend
Mrs. Bertha Smith, Mrs. Edith
the showing of the films.
Garniss, Mrs. Eleanor Clark, Mrs.
Grace Chapter, OFS, will hold
Marceline Stone. Miss Mary Boda stated meeting Wednesday eve
man, Miss Susan Dennison, Miss
ning at 7.30 at the Masonic Tem
Margaret Simmons, Miss Janice
ple. Election of officers will be
Hall, Mrs. Mildred Gillis, Miss
held. Refreshments will be served
Jane Gillis all of Thomaston.
by the Brothers.
Mrs. Helen Aho. Mrs. Kay Syl
Thomaston Extension Associa
vester, Miss Nora Seavey, Miss
tion will meet Thursday at thc
Margaret Young, Mrs. Nancy Fos
home of thc Foods Leader, Mrs.
ter. Mrs. Norma Simmons, Mrs.
Arthur Harjula, for an ail day ' Mary Tuttle, Mrs. Maxine Mameeting starting at 10.30 o clock. honcyi Migg Norma C[ark
The subject will be bread special- Marjorle Russell, Mrs. Verna
ties with Mrs. Harjula as leader. ]
„ ..
•>
Jones, Mrs. Bertha Spear Mrs
Dinner will be served at noon with I Glnr--i
,,
Gior.a Howard,
Mis. Norma
all members tak.ng part in pre- stHples M,.s
Hocbs(.bild

THOMASTON

' v
i' i
■
Mrs. John Upham entertained at
a supper party Friday night honoring the eleventh birthday of
Margaret Kelley of Camden
, .
u
lowing the supper, the group attended the dance at Newbert’s
Barn
Guests were:
Carolyn

PUBLIC PARTY i
COMMUNITY BUILDING

Every

Mrs' B,tty donat'd. Mis. Bertha
Seekins Mrg Ru(b Ha]] Mm
Ritq,ai.dson Mrg Be,|p Anderson
, Wood| •»«. Ina Keizer. Miss Sheila
l ward- Mrs- Hattie Vinal, Miss
( Lottie Smith, Mrs.
Lucy Spear,
Mrs. Thelma Fitts. Miss Emily
Fitts. Miss Ellen Fitts. Mrs. Helen
Borneman, Mrs. Alcad
Desjar
dins, Mrs. Anta Anderson, Mrs
Bessie Hills, Mrs. Jessie Sarson,
aud Mrs. Naida Philbrook.

j
I
I
.

7.30 P. M.

COMING MARCH 24=

"OKLAHOMA"

Charges of driving under the In
fluence of liquor were brought
agaiiyst Calvin B. Beal. Jr., 37. of
' Rockland and Paul H. Graisbary,!

A new contest this year at the Downeast District rally of over 260 Boy Scouts from three counties
held Friday niglil at the Camden High gym was the whittling competition. Assigned to whittle out a
knife from a block of wood, the above troop representatives sharpened their knives and went to work.
Winner in tti<- event was Troop 215 of Thomaston. Scouts, left to right, are: Edwin Smith of Troop 215,
Thomaston; Avard Walker of Owls Head, Troop 206 of Kockland; Bert Vanorse of Troop 243, Kockland;
and Carl Griffith of Troop 209, Kockland. About 40 leaders representing 17 troops from the Belfast to
Boothbay Harbor area nttended ihe rally. In charge was William Lockwood of Wiscasset, district Scout
executive secretary. Assisting was Robert Bailey and Robert Varney of Kockland. Troop 228 of Bristol
took first place In the point tabulation.
Photo by McKeon

UNION
MRS. FLORENCE CALDERWOOD
Correspondent
Telephone 10-24

Seven Tree Grange meets Wed

nesday evening.

A program per

KNOX;
_________ ♦

“ BOYS:
TOWN ” ‘
Spencer Tracy

Mickey Rooney
A Re-Release
— SPECIAL —

AFTER SCHOOL MATINEE
TUESDAY, 4 P. M.
All School Students 20c
At 4 P. M.
WEDNESDAY - THURSDAY
6.30 - 8.30

"SANDS OF
I WO J IMA"

The hot tip doesn't always come
to thc man who waits.

John Wayne
A Re-Release
STARTS FRIDAY

Every

Tuesday Night
NO. 37

MOm-BANM

Thomaston Nat'l Rank Building

DOWDrfBA IB asm DO WHIFI

4-T-tf

u.

"Your wife is
going on our
fishing trip?"

515 MAIN STREET

I

TEL. 1510

MARTINSVILLE

Rev. and Mrs. John Sawyer
spent a pleasant month’s vacation
in February. They visited their
daughters in Baltimore, then going
to the west coast of Florida for a
ten days’ stay. Returning they
Be fair with yourself and you’ll visited in York, pa., and Wateradmit you are often wrong.
town, Mass.

PHARMACY
PRESCRIPTION

I
MAIN

/

$3.95

Starglow by Sundial
"PENNY SALE"
I

Pr. $10.95.................... 2 Pair $10.96
Pr. $9.95...................... 2 Pair $ 9.96
Pr. Casuals $5.95 - 2 Pair $ 5.96
Pr. Flats $3.95 - - - 2 Pair $ 3.96
5V2B and 6B Only

SUNDIAL SHOES

Corner Main and Winter Sts.

Tel. 1121

Rockland

NEED MONEY?
$25 to $1500 in 1 DAY
PAY ALL OLD YEAR BILLS AND TAXES,
TOO. Spread the cost over a number of months.
MEDICAL AND DENTAL EXPENSES for
the entire family. Glasses, dentures, regular
medical and dental care — all can be financed.

FOR ANY DESIRE OR EMERGENCY there
is a sensible plan.
IIFE INSURANCE AT NO ADDITIONAL COST THROUGH
JOHN HANCOCK MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

we're your store!

Save lime — phone before coming in.
In ROCKIAND;

COATS
FURS
DRESSES

359 Main Street
Phone: 1720

Lucien K. Green & Son

PUBLIC FINANCE
CORPORATION

— Furriers —
16 SCHOOL STREET

30-31

Samples

$10.95 $9.95 $5.95

DRUGGISTS

S. PARK STt.-PH. 44b- ROCKLAND

Samples

FW'a Sluie Slate

important colors,

ROCKLAND, MAINE

PARKING SPACE FOR CUSTOMERS

Arthur Barbour is a patient at
the Veteran’s Hospital in Togus.

smart lines and

A. C. McLoon & Co.

Samples

Mrs. William Glchrest, Mrs.
Woodrow J. Veage. Mrs. Norman
Gray, and Miss Patty Delano at
tended the "Kick-Off" of the Red
Cross at the Thorndike on Thurs
day evening.

customer and

HEATERS - SPACE HEATERS AND CLOTHES DRYERS

James G. Leonard of Camden^
pleaded guilty to drinking in a
public place in a complaint
brought brought by State Police.
Leonard was fined $10 and the
complaint was continued to March
16 for payment. He was released
in $25 personal recognizance.
The respondent was picked up
at Simonton’s Corner in Rockport
Saturday night.
* * *
A charge of passing through a
red light, brought against a 16
year old Rockland boy by Rock
land Police and continued in a
hearing seven days ago, was con
tinued again by Judge Alfred M.
Strout on a day to day basis.
The boy was driver of a Volkswagon bus carrying six other
youngsters that was struck by
car at the junction of Union and
Limerock Street March 2 and
tipped over. One of the girls was
hospitalized three days from in
juries.

Mark F. Reid, 36, of 9 Grove
Street paid a $20 fine and $6 costs
Some people seem to think that
after pleading guilty to driving 50 ood luck is the privilege of buymiles an hour in a 25 mile zone | ing more than they can pay for.

Ralph Davis was in Belfast
Thursday evening to attend the
monthly luncheon and business
meeting of The Penobscot Bay
Bound of Realtors, of which he is
a member.

If you thrill to

See your Doc, he can prescribe a cure for anything.
And we can fill any prescription he may make.

•

James H. King of Belfast de
faulted when he failed to appear
in court to answer to a charge of
driving 50 miles an hour in a 25
mile zone.
The charge was brought by
Camden Police who stopped King
on Elm Street in Camden Satur
day.

Mr. and Mrs. F. Burton Mitchell
of Foxboro, Mass., are at their
summer home.

you're our

A COMPLETE LINE OF UTILITY GAS RANGES - WATER

•

Ednva rd Thorbjornson. 17, of
Tenants Harbor entered a plea of^
guilty to a charge of driving 65
miiea an hour in a 45 mile zone
on Route 131 in St. George Friday#
The respondent paid a $10 fine
and $6 court costs on the compjajnt brought by deputies of the
Sheriff’s Patrol.

Lawrence E. Heard, 22, of Cam
den pleaded guilty to passing an
a grade and paid a fine of $10 and
$6 costs.
He was stopped by Thomaston
Police on Route 1 in Thomaston
March 7.

Lester L. Black ls driving a new
Plymouth.

ymuuuj

Now On Display

♦

• • •
Roland D. Flaherty
• of Grace
Street 1pleaded guilty to passing
® on
a grade on a charge brought by
State Police who stopped him on
Route 1 in Camden Sunday.
Flaherty paid a fine of $10 and $6
costs.
• • •
Clyde P. Ladd of 12 Brewster
Street paid a $10 fine after plead
ing guilty to driving a vehicle with
no license plates. He was stopped
by Camden Police on Elm Street
in Camden March 7.

HELEN FALES
Correspondent
Tel. Temple 2-9954

(rte
(teiitg

11 Park Street

515 Main St ... At The
Shell Station Display Room

Friendship

Fadlum

Have MOVED From

To

4
0
J

ing blouses. Thursday the group
will meet at the home of Mrs. Leatrice Burns for an evening meet
ing on the subject “Making of
Different Breads.’’
Howard Hawes has returned
from a four weeks stay at the Os
teopathic Hospital, Portland.
A parish supper will be held Fri
day at 6 p. m. at the Methodist
vestry. Thelma Lonn, Addie HowI ai d and Phyllis Cunningham are
1 the supper committee. The an
nual conference meeting will fol
low with Rev. Alfred Hempstead,
District Supt. of Augusta present.
Sunny Bake 4-H Club has an
exhibit in the Vose Library win
dow in connection with National
4-H Week.
The Methodist Youth Fellowship
visited with the Rockland group
Sunday evening.
Rehearsals of the Intermediate
Choir of the Methodist Church,
augmented by several young men,
are being held in preparation for
an Easter Cantata.
Orient Chapter, OES, will hold
a regular meeting Friday. Mrs.
Mae Burnham will show slides of
her Alaskan tour for the program
hour.

ram and Brewer, Court Kings;
Finley, Ober and Ames, Swishers;
and Fifleld and Ripley, Termites.
Referees will be Doug Teel and
Bernard Lacroix, preliminary, and
Jim Flanagan and Dave Holden,
final game. Coaches of the pre
liminary teams are: Vince Carr,
Hawks, and
Bill Flanagan,
seventh and eighth grade all
stars.
Alumni in charge of arrange
ments are: Richard French, Wil
liam Karl, Charles Call, Robert
Stevens, Charles Gifford, Tom
Smith, Dave Hoch, and Mary
Wasgatt.
The first game is set for 6.45
p. m. while the main contest will
start at 8 p. m.

A IIMVfRSAl IMTFMUTIGWAI PtCTUH

r

We-The A. C. McLOON & CO.

53, of Owls Head by Rockland
Police in Municipal Court Mon- i
day morning after both men were ,
stopped on Main Street Friday,
Police said the two were traveling down Main Street, bumper to
bumper, with motors racing.
|
Graisbary entered a plea of not
guilty. The case was continued to
WRECKS-TIGER GAME THURSDAY
Friday with the respondent re-1
leased in $200 personal recogTO BENEFIT ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
nizance.
1
Beal entered a not guilty plea
Players
for
the
Rockland are: Floyd Johnson. Don Kelsey,
Wrecks-Rockland High School ex Jr.. Ricky Smith, Dick Gardner, and the case was continued to
hibition game Thursday night at Gene Kenniston, Buddy Mosher, Friday pending the results of a
blood test.
He was released in
the Community Building and a and Deane Deshon.
The Hawks squad is composed $200 personal recognizance. Tinnovelty
preliminary
encounter
were named Monday by a com of Thompson, Montgomery. Four warrant alleged that Beal had
nier, Stinson. Walker. Allen and been convicted once before of
mittee arranging the contests.
driving under the influence of
Sponsoring the games is the Jones.
All-stars are: Harrington and i liquor in Rockland on January 2.
Rockland High School Alumni As
sociation. The proceeds from the Borgerson, Aces; Wasgatt, Bar- 1946.

taining lo early history of Seven
Tree will be given. Members are
reminded to bring an article for
the display of antiques. Arthur
Hawes has charge of refresh
game will benefit the association.
ments.
The feature contest pits the City
The Extension group will meet
Recreation Department sponsored
Tuesday evening with Ann BurRockland Wrecks squad, made up
gress for the second lesson on sewof high school graduates, and the
1956-57 Rockland High School
team.
In the preliminary contest, the
Owls Head Hawks, champions of
the seventh and eighth grade divi
sion of the Cty Recreation Bas
ket-boll League, will meet a group
TUESDAY ONLY} of all-stars from teams of the
same division.
4 P. M. - 6.30 - 8.30 }
Rockland High’s squad members
include: Bill Flanagan. Vince
Carr, Bob Dysher, Bill Atwood,
Dick Trask, Jim Smith Gary
Stover and Paul Coakley.
41 Members of the Wrecks team

WILLIAMS-BRAZIER POST

VISIT OUR NEW HOME

Clinton Ginn of Stockton Springs
pleaded guilty to driving an over-;
j , *truck
. , ’ and, paid
; , a $10 nfine.
loaded
* 4 polce
,
He w’as stopped. vby state
on Route 105 in Camden Friday
and charged with driving a load
of 22.620 pounds on a truck regis- j
tered for 18.900 pounds.
» • »

j

PUBLIC PARTY

KNOX COUNTY
FISH AND GAME ASSN.
.
4-T-tf *

' on Union Street Saturday.
The <
charge was brought by Rockland
Mrs. Adelaide F. G. Hawkins Police.
of Camden entered a plea of guil• • •
ty to a charge of operating an unNicholas C. Ranco. Jr., of Old
registered motor vehicle on Route Town pleaded guilty to a charge
1 in Camden early Saturday of operating without a license and
morning and paid $6 court costs in Pa*d $6 costs after a $10 fine was
Rockland Municipal Court Satur- suspended. He pleaded guilty
day.
' also to a charge ,of driving 65
State Police were complainants miles an hour in a 25 mile zone 1
after stopping the woman earlier ] and paid a $10 fine and $6 costs,
the same day.
Ranco was stopped by State
• • •
Police on Route 1 in Camden Sun-

Municipal Court

Downeast Scouts Rally At Camden

^Wednesday Night

KATHRYN GRANT

Tu«$day-Thur»day-Saturday

ROCKLAND, MAINE

RORMIKIT

OF ROCKLAND
LOAN CO«ra«ATION

OP

ROCKLAND

T uesday-Thuriday-Saturdoy
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nieces
Bearers were: Oscar Waterman,
USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS
Forrest Adams. Golden MacDon
FOR DR. HARRY L. RICHARDS,
ald Edward Beverage, Wendall
INEXPENSIVE - EFFECTIVE
Howard and Lloyd Whitmore.
PROMINENT
MASON
AND
DENTIST
FOR SELLING, BUYING, RENTING SERVICES
Burial was in the Sea View Ceme
HEBE'S HOW LITTLE IT COSTS
Rockland shortly after graduation. tery.
Advertisements In this rolumn not to exceed three lines inserted
Membership
in
professional
once for GO cents, three times, one dollar. Additional lines 10 cents
lor each line, hall price each additional time used. Five small
groups included the Maine Dental WILLIAM II. MAXCY
words to a line.
Society, American Dental Associa
William H. Maxey. 86. of North
Special Notire! All “blind ads'* so called, 1. a., advertisements
tion and the Penobscot Bay Dental Yarmouth and formerly of Rock
which require the answers to be sent to The Courier-Gazette office
Club.
for handling, cost 20 cents additional.
land. died Friday at a Portland
A name should appear on all classified ads to secure best results.
Dr. Richards was a 33d Degree hospital. Ho was a retired lum- .
Those with phone or street numbers only are not advised.
Mason of the Supreme Council of berman.
ALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
Mr. Maxey was born at Rock-’
the Northern Masonic Jurisdiction.
No classified «ds will be accepted without the cash and no book
The honor, which is accorded only land, Oct. 19. 1870. the sen of Wit- j
keeping will be maintained for these ads.
those Masons who have performed liam H and Lenora St. Clair I
ALL MUST BE PAID FOB
as received except from firms or individuals maintaining regular
outstanding services to Masonry, i Maxey.
accounts with The Courier-Gazette. Count the Words—Five to a
Surviving are a daughter, Mrs. !
was extended him on Sept. 27. 1939.
Line.
Floyd Goff of North Yarmouth; a I
Devoted to Masonry, he served
as most wise master of General brother Frank Maxey of RockKnox Chapter of Rose Croix for 25 and; a grandson and three greatFOR SALE
TO LET
| grandchildren.
years.
1949 PLYMOUTH 2-door sedan
FIVE Room Unfurn. Apt. to let
Funeral services were held MonThe senior past master of Rockfor sab*, very good cond. TEL. with bath and large sunporch.
1 day at 2 p. m. from the Russell
:and
Lodge,
he
wa.s
presented,
the
CBdai 6-3439.
31-33 TEL. 798.
31-ff
Funeral Home, with Rev. Chester
Masonic
Veterans’
Medal, in
FOUR Rm. Furn. Apt. to let.
PHILCO Refrig, and Stove for
M. Staples of the Littlefield Memorecognition of 50 years member
sale, deluxe models, in excellent! priv. entrance, bath, refrig., wash- I
{ rial Baptist Church officiating. Incond., used only one year. TEL. er. North End. Tel. 1397 M.
ship, on Sept. 7 of last year.
’i*i ment was n Achorn Cemetery.
29 31
450.
_______________ 31-33
He was a member of all the Me- {
FIVE Room Upstairs Apart1950 FORD 4 dr. sedan for sale,
sonic bodies of Rockland Valley, I
radio, heater. good condition. ' ment with full bath to let. E. W
Dr. Ilary L. Richards
LONEY E. SPRAGUE
Maine Consistory, King Solomon j
Reasonable. Apply 12 WARREN BENNER. Route 1. Wan-i . 29-31
Loney E. Sprague. 70.
Dr.
Hany
Leroy
Richards,
78.
a
Mrs. Harlan Krngdon, principal of tlic new elementary school at St. George, accepts the building’s
Temple Chapter No. 8. Royal Arch ,
STREET, Citv.
30-tf
TWO 3-rm. Unfurn. ApU to let.
of Robert Sprague, died at keys from Superintendent of Schools Keith < roekett during Friday night’s ceremony. Others in the key
Adults practicing dentist in Rockland for Masons and King Hiram Council. j
Second floor,
RCA Victor 21” Table Model TV Oil heat.
her home, 11 Cottage street, presentation ceremony included Harold Howling, chairman of thc school committee, second from right.
for sale with stand, excellent ! only. Ref. required. 45 TALBOT more than 50 years, died late Fri No 6 R.&S.M.
Photo by McKeon
Rockland. Sunday morning after a and Hugo Lehtincn, building ininiittcc chairman.
29 31-tf
cond., well woith price, $85; also ! AVENUE.
Survivors include his widow.
hhoit illness.
Storkline baby carriage, coach j FURNISHED Apartment to let. day from a shock sustained earlier
offered
his
congratulations
to
all
•A
building
of
this
typo
is
a
The dedication program was
Mis. Mabel Blaekington Richards
style, green with white interior, j CALL 912-W.
Mrs. Sprague was born at Rock
29*31 as he was recovering from surgery
symbol of thc people’s attitude to who had a part in seeing the highlighted by a key transfer
ot 76 Broad street, Rockland; Dr.
nxe m w as it came from store, . - FURNISHED Heated and u7-' performed several dayu ago.
port. the daughter of Alexander
$50.
Tel. 1169-W or call at 29 heated Apts, to let. V. F. Studley. : A prominent Mason., he was Perley R. Damon of Warren and
ward their school children and building through to completion. ceremony that saw the keys of the
and Augusta Davis.
H' told the townspeople they were building pass from Hugo LehtiBROAD _STREET.
30
32
1
Joseph
H.
Damon,
Jr.,
of
Waldo

______________________
Broadway. Tel. 1234. or 77 Park i, known statewide for his work in
Surviving are a daughter, Mrs. their education?’ Kermit Nicker smart to construct their building nen, chairman of the building
MALE Beagle Hound for sale. | Street, Tel. 8060.
29-tf | the order to which he devoted boro, both nephews. Also three
Doris Allen, who made her home son. deputy commissioner of edu now as a postponement in antici committee, to Harold Dowding,
Tel. CRestwood 3-2088. MAURICE ' TWO Rm. and One Rm. Fur
, much of his lesure time for more beces, Mrs. Mildred Magune of with her mother; two sons, James
30*32 !
lzEONARD
cation and chairman of the Maine pation of federal aid or greater chairman of the school commit
nished Apts, to let. Conveniences.
Worcester.
Mass.;
and
Miss
Kath
Sprague of Rockland and Robert
E. Range and Westinghouse : Adults. Call afternoon on Wednes than five decades.
School Building Authority pro state support would mean higher tee, and then to Superintendent of
• tine Richard- and Miss Elizabeth
Universally
liked,
he
had
served
Refrigerator for sale, both in ex- . day at 10 ROCKLAND STREET
Sprague of North Haven; two
building costs in the future. These Schools Keith Crockett who trans
cellenfe cond. RICHARD S. this week and next week on Tues three generations of Knox County Richards, both of Florida.
brothers, Allred Davis of Rock- jects told a group of 200 St. costs would offset any future finan ferred them to Principal Mrs.
Masonic
funeral
services
were
PERRY. 14 Orange Street, Tel. ' day and Wednesday.
29*31 people in his profession and was
George
residents
gathered
Friday
l ind and Albert Davis of Sears
cial aid from state or federal gov Harlan Bradgon.
1300 after 6 p. m.
29-31 i LIGHT Housekeeping Room foi widely known for his interest in held at 2 o’clock Monday afternoon
port; one sister, Mrs. Bertha night for the official dedication of ernments. he stated.
The St. George High School
ALUMINUM COMBINATION
one to let. Next to bath.
Cer. the world around him and his from the Congregational Church
Cook<on of Randolph, 10 grand that
WINDOWS & DOORS FOR SALE tral location. TEL. 1979.
town’s
new
elementary
He informed the group that 16 Band played several selections
25 tf
with Rev. Charles Monteith offl
;
ability
to
live
with
his
fellowmen
children and eight great-grandchil school.
Top quality (NEWCO Mark V)
schools had been built under the and refreshments were served by
TWO 2 Room Unheated and
elating.
triple track. The window with a Unfurn. Apts, to let. All with elec, on most pleasant terms.
dren.
Nickerson, who had worked with School Building authority at a St. George Elementary School
Bearers
were:
Charles
Foote,
reputation, sold and installed, refrig, and rangp. CALL 677 be
He was born in Rockpo-rt, May 9.
Funeral services will hr1 held the town in planning the building. cost ot $4,250,000.
PTA
factory to you by Kenniston Bros. tween 8 a. m. and 5.30 p. m. or | 1878, the son of Cyrus and Eliza Sr.. Walter Dlmick. Sr.. Howard
Tuesday (today) at 2 p. in. from
Exclusive Knox County Distribu COUSENS REALTY. Tel. 1538.
'
ocket.t,
Willard
Pease
Blaine
I
’
.
beth Young Richards.
tin Davis Funeral Home, Rock
tors. HOWARD M. KENNISTON,
143-tf
A graduate ol Rockport High M«urill and Bernard Gray, all past land with Rev. Charles R. Mon- Salerno's Union
23 Gay Street, Rockland Tel. i
Farm Accidents
C-C Committee
UNFURN. Heated, Thermosta , School, he attended Temple Uni- masters of Rockland Lodge.
1430-W. Warren CRestwood 4-2686.
tcith of the Congregational Church
tically
Controlled,
Four
Rm.
Apt.
Honorary
bearers
included
33d
Camden CEdar 6-3066.
129-tr
1 versify Dental School in Philadel
Take Heavy Toll
Set To Advise
officiating. Interment will be in Looks To $1.25
to let, shower, elec, kitchen range
ONE Living Room Heater for and refrig., plenty h&c water phia from which he graduated decree Masons of this area: Ed Sea view Cemetery, Rockport.
A slip of the foot can cost a Bus Operator
sale, also an Electrolux, treadle
ward R.
Veazic, George X.
Minimum Wage
free. Over CARR’S WALLPAPER with a D.D.S. degree in 1901. He
sewing machine,
Westinghouse
farm family more than a slip in
AND PAINT CTR. Rent $10 per took up the prae ice of dentistry in Bernier, William Koster and J. E.
oven. TEL. 1183-K.
28-30
The
Amalgamated
Clothing the price of agricultural commodi
A special committee of the
Stevens.
week. Inquire 586 Main St., or Tel.
AFRICIAN Violets in all colors 25-W.
Workers of America, AFL-CIO. is ties. according to the National Rockland Chamber of Commerce
6-tf
Interment was in Achorn Ceme WARREN
for sale, $1; also Tuberous Be
foregoing a general increase but is Safety Council.
THREE Room Apartment on LOST AND FOUND tery.
meets this afternoon to study the
gonias and Gloxinia blubs. A
MISS DORIS HYLER
demanding that a minimum wage
LARGE Gray Coon Cat lost on
The Council points out that falls problems of Staples Bus Line
complete line of fresh cut flowers ! Main Street {o let, unfurnished,
Correspondent
heated. TEL. 1870.
11-tf
Amesbury Hill, Rockport, prop RALPH T. GILLIS
for every
occasion.
DEAN'S
Telephone CRestwood 4-2421 office of $1.25 an hour be established in are the leading source of all inwhich serves the area from Thom
FIVE Room Unfurnished Up erty of Mrs. Edr.a Smith. Finder
NURSERY, 325 Old County Road.
Ralph Thorndike Gillis, 66, died Telephone CRestwood 4-2038 home the men’s and boys’ clothing in , juries to
residents of rural aston to Camden.
notify
ARCHIE
A. at North Haven Feb. 22. He was
Tel. 948 .
27-32 stairs Apt. to rent. TEL. 541. 2-tf please
dustry. Joseph Salerno. New Eng America, and that they account
30-32
hlVE-Kooio Unlurmshed Apart STEVENS, Rockport.
Russell Staples,’ owner of the
35 FT. Lobster Boat, equipped,
land director of the Amalgamated ' for 25 per cent of all injuries to
born in the community in July of
nent
to
let,
hot
and
cold
water
Mrs
Elsa
Kigel
was
"hostess
to
for sale, 52 h. p. Gray Marine.
line, has asked the Chamber and
Clothing
Workers
’
Union,
reported
j
1S91,
the
son
of
Jane
Cooper
and
Located in Bicknei*
farm people.
100 lobster traps. $ 12(H)" CARLOS supplied.
tlic Warren Women’s Club Thurs
WANTED
municipal government to assist
Roderick Gillis.
to over 1000 members at a meet
DAVIS, Port Clyde, Tel. Tenants Block. Not heated. CHARLES E.
day evening at her homo on the ing Saturday in Lawrence, mK RS. Ij Injuries from all mishaps, indetermining future action
BICKNELL,
II.
Realtor.
Phone
At
the
age
of
16
years,
he
began
HOUSEMAID and Companion
Harbor 4-14.
31-33
eluding falls, are expensive. A in which he claims to now be a
1647-W.
32-tf wanted. Two in family. TEL. work in the Arthur Shea plumbing North Pond Road. She was assist
Mr. Salerno is a member of the
FURN. and Unfurn Apts to let. CEdar 6 2685.
31-lt business, also working under the ed by Mrs. Ada Spear. Mrs. Janet Amalgamated Clothing Workers’ * study in Iowa shows that the medi- loss operation.
j tduits. Inquire in person at 11
HOI’SEKEEI ER wanted to live direction of the late Frank D Smith, Miss LaVerne Young, Mrs. Union National Negotiating Com ca' costs associated with 3060 in
«
WESTINGHOUSE
President Clinton B. Gifford has
1 JAMES STREET.
108-tf jin, weekends off. TEL. 1741 Friday
Mildi. d
Berry, Mrs.
Dorothy mittee currently conducting nego juries amounted to $216,401, an appointed Henry X. Jackson, ad
ELECTRODES
Healey
and
in
this
business
becom

THREE rms. plus new full bath i night, Saturday or Sunday. 31-33
Watts and Mrs. Hazel Starrett. As tiations in New York on a national average of $105 per case. Further ministrator of Knox Hospital;
For Arc Welding
and new Youngstown sink to let.
CIRCULAR Bru>h Cutting fSaw. ing a master workman.
program
chairman, Mrs. Olive contract covering more than 150.- more. lost time averaged 10 days Frank Kaler, general manager of
Type ACP—AWS
Services were held in the North
! furn. or unfurn. Adults pref. R. f. wheel mounted, wanted, such as
Boggs,
introduced
Ted Andrus of 000 men’s and boys' clothing work per injury. Piled on top of the the Boston and Rockland Transpor
required. Inquire in person at i the Ottawa saw. Write giving Haven Baptist Church with Rev.
Class E-6011
Clark’s Flower Shop in Rockland, ers, 10,000 of whom are employed medical cost is the expense of tation Company; Thomas Chis
i 11 JAMES ST
138tf particulars to I. J. MORSE. ; George R. Merriam officiating.
50 Pound Cartons
30*321 He is survived by one sister, who fascinated the members pres in New England. The present five hired labor which is sometimes holm, shoe dealer and former
FIVE Rm. Unfurn. Apt. for rent Friendship.
completely tiled bath with show•
15'/2C per pound
ent, with “Corsage Making". At year contract with a yearly wage necessary if the accident occurs at Chamber president; City Manager
PIANO- wanted in good cond.i
! er. garage, auto, oil hot water Tel. CRestwood 3-3862 or w rit. Mrs. Jessie Carver, of North Ha the close, the 12 corsages which
a critical work period on the farm.
•
Lloyd Allen; and John Ross, presi
; eopening clause is due to expire
•
ELECTRIC AXD GAS
heat, nice view of Rockland MRS. WANDA ERKKILA. War- | ven; a brother, Kenneth, of Perry
Falls kill about 2000 farm resi dent of Ross Motors, Inc.
he
had
made,
were
presented
to
in
June.
“
In
June
of
last
year,
Point,
Md.;
several
nephew
’
s
and
Harbor. 13 South Street. Inquire ren.
•
WELDERS
30*32
the ladiis. The Warren Health the Amalgamated Union obtained dents annually -and no one can es
COUSENS REALTY. Tel. 1558,
Members of the group will pool
i " ME1 )IUM Sized Iron Offic.”'Sal•
• MORRIS GORDON & SON
134-tf
Council
extended an invitation to a total package increase of 16c per timate the cost of a life.
their skills in an effort to advise
wanted in good condition.
Must
SERVICES
S
31-39 2
Good housekeeping both indoors the bus line owner. Staples, in a
the club to meet with them, date hour for its members?’ Salerno
| have good fire resistance. Write
•••••••••••••••••••••••a
and outdoors can substantially re letter to the Chamber recently,
' OFFICE SAFE, < o The Courier- SEI'TH TANKS and CESSPOOLS to be announced.
REAL
ESTATE
said.
good i seIR ars
, Gaz< tte.
30-32
Residents unable to make the
PIMPED OCT.
The union which Mr. Salerno duce tripping hazards, according asked assistance, observing that at
We finance our own cars. No
SEVEN Room Hou.sc for sab
SECRETARY wanted, genera
finance or interest charge. MUN garage, oil furnace, all mod., x
Overflows eurrcrled. 21 Hour clinics which will be set up lor the heads represents the workers at to the Council. Around the farm- this time he was unable to earn
office work, typing, filing, etc. 5 Service. Reasonable Kates. 11c do
SEY AUTO SALES, 131 North tra house lot. TEL. 1051-M.
pick up loose bailing wriie, enough with the line, due to a lack
administering of the Salk Vaccine, the Rockland plant of Van Baalen, J
day week. 8 to 4 MAINE COAST
Main Street.
16-tf
boards and scrap metal. A place of patronage and rising costs, to
29*31 FISHERMAN, Main Street. Cam not charge by tlic pound.
may obtain shots at Dr. Lord’s Heilbrun At Co.
(. E. FENDERSON
PIGS and Shoats for sale.
---------■ ■
----- ■ tor everything and everything in meet replacement costs for his
office, at a small fee, and by ap
den. Ti l. CEdar 6-3084 .
29-tl
SANITARY SERVK E
GREENLAW FARMS, Lincoln
On March 19. Georges River Lodge | i,s I>,ace is a 8OU,ld safe<y moUo' busses.
pointment.
POSITION as Housekeeper and
Tel. Rockland 1314 nr
ville Avenue, Belfast, Maine.
Companion wanted. Will go out
Old Orchard Tel. 6-2051 collect
St. George Lodge will hold a will confer the degree of Knight? but make sure the place is a safe
Cousens' Realty
_ _______________________ 154-tf
of
town
if
desired.
Ref.
req.
29
34
regular
stated meeting Monday, with buests fi’om Arcana Lodge one. In the home, keep stairways Mrs. Dorr arc invited to the re
USED Oil Ranges for sale, wmtr
Business Opportunities
Write M. B.. c/o THE CQURIER
PAINTING and Paperhanging, March 18, at which time the En assisting. A lunch will follow.
deal- of objects. Toys can be dan
porcelain oi! and elec, comb., gas
ception and social evening at the
GAZETTE.
29 31 inside and outside work. All work
Cottages, Lots and Dwellings
and oil comb. A. C. McLOON CO.
gerous if left scattered on the
tered
Apprentice
Degree
will
be
Installation
of
officers
for
the
church.
ANYONE knowing thc address guaranteed. Will furnish material.
Il LIMEROCK ST.
Tel. 1510.
143-t'
floor. A toy box is a practical
The Camden Firemen's Auxili
or whereabouts of Ralph Boyn Work accepted any place.
AL conferred. Refreshments at the 1957 and 1958 terms for Ivy Chap
9x12 LINOLEUMS (or Bale; “reg?
safety
device,
the
Council
advises.
ton, please white L. A . c/o THE BERT BROWN. Tel. 451-R.
close of the meeting.
ter, OES, will be Friday evening
ary will hold their regular meet
TEL. 1538
ular F10.95 for $6.95. NORTH
Where do most of the farm falls
COURIER-GAZETTE.
29 31
Have your chimneys cleaned.
Several members of Georges with
Mrs. Constance
Durkee,
ing at the Allen Payson Fire Sta
EASTLAND
TRADING
POST,
Across from Post Office
occur? Here are some figures
17-tf
CONTRACTING New Homes,
Thomaston.
1-tf
River Lodge, K of P, visited with DDGM, of Orient Chapter, Union,
tion on Thursday and will roll ban
152-tf
remodeling
.and
repairing
furni

IJTTLE
b
HOFFSES
from
a
study
in
Minnesota:
in
FIFE FOR SALE
Arcana Lodge of Thomaston Wed and staff, assisted by Mrs. Avis
dages for the Red Cross.
ture wanted; also upholstering,
Building Contractors
bains, 25 per cent; hay racks. 22
Black and galvanized. All sizes,
nesday evening when the Esquire Norwood as museian, as installing
The Camden Community Hospit
Tel.
178-11
moth
and
bug
exterminating,
per cent; buildings, 11 per cent;
low prices. BICKNELL MFG. CO.,
HOTEL
al Auxiliary will meet at the Con
spots removed, papering, decora 50 High Street, Thomaston. Maine Degree was conferred. The degree officer. Each member is privileged
FOR SALE
Lime Street.
1-tf
ting. painting.
('all AL„ Tel. Kitchen-Bathroom Tile & Linoleum of Esquire was conferred at to invite one guest. Ministers and barnyards, seven per cent; hay gregational
Parish House on
in
BABY Parakeets for sale, full
stacks, seven per cent; scaffolds,
H7-J.______ _________________ 29*31
Foundations - Chimneys
Itoclrland,
Maine
Thursday at 10 a. m. There Is a
Georges River Lodge Tuesday eve wives and Masons and wives are
line of parakeet foods and mineral
Remodeling
&
House-Builders
five
j»er
cent;
ladders,
four
per

OFFICE or Salesman Position
17 Rooms
great deal of sewing to be done
health grit. GRACE'S GARDENS
ning with visitors from Friendship. invited. There will be refresh
Free Estimates
cent; trees, three per cent, and all
Year 'round business, combina wanted by young man with six
Mrs. Charles A. Swift, 9 Booker
so u large attendance is requested.
____________________________ 119-tl Thomaston and Boothbay Harbor. ments served at the close.
others, 14 per cent.
St Thomaston. Tel 374
1-tf tion dining room and cocktail years business experience. Write
Maiden Cliff Rebekah I»dge will
THE
('OI’KIER
WE repair and service all
Attending the meeting in Rock
lounge, now occupied by tenant, O. S.. . o
J___
3133 makes of sewing machines and
meet Wednesday evening at which
at will. If you are serious minded GAZETTE.
land Thursday evening on tho
EGGS & CHICKS and interested in d money maker, MASON work wanted, chimneys /acuum cleaners. SINGER SEW
time the degrees will be conferred
Jacobs Report were members of
395 Main
Specials At
owner will carry substantial mort fireplaces. cellar floors, block ING MACHINE CO..
upon two candidates. Preceding
the
School
Committee,
Alfred
CAMDEN
SEX-LINK Baby Chicks for gage.
8-tl
foundations, also asphalt roofs Street, Rockland. Tel. 1724.
the meeting a Pot Luck supper
■-ale, U. S. Approved Pullorum
Wyllie, Virgil Hills and Charles
Twenty-foar Hour Photo ServContact
MRS. KENNETH HERRICK
and general carpentering. AL
will be served at 6.15 p. m.
Typhoid Clean. A few open dates
CARR'S
Kigel. The schools were repre
••UNCIJ5 BEN"'
Correspondent
FRED NICKLES. Mason, Tel. ice. Ask for it at your local store
in April. For high egg production 37 Main Street
The Ladies Circle of the Chest
Belfast, Maine I 969-M. P. (). Box 493
Telephone CEdar 6-21*7
23-tf or at GIFFORD’S. Rockland. Me
sented by Edgar Lemke, with
and low mortality these birds
Tel. 8651
Bundle l.ots of Wallpaper as. Superintendent of Schools Earle M.
Itf
nut Stieet Bap’ist Church will holt
ALL kinds of old painted comcan’t he beat.
BYRON MILLS,
or Searsport Klngswood 8-2879 | modes wanted.
Low as 95c <10 single rolls).
I will pay $10
an all day meeting Wednesday. A
Waldoboro. Tel. TEmple 2-9334.
30-32 j each for the lift top variety. Will
Mr.. Percy Hopkins vi!l leave
Other bundles slightly higher. Spear of Waldoboro, Selectmen
MISCELLANEOUS
29-tf
Alt Stock Fa|MTs Reduced at Janies Kinney and Merrill Payson, Tuesday morninsj for a visit with covered dish luncheon will he
j also pay top prices for all kinds
COTTAGES
MAINE U. S. Approved pullo- ■ HOMES
l.owest Possible Prices to make and Mrs. Stephanie Heathcote. her dauchter and son-in-law, Mr. served at noon.
of old pine and maple furniture Camp To Rent .' Boat To Sell?
rum-typhiod clean sex-link chicks
room for spring shipments
| in any quantity. Write or phone
Former Town Manager, Stirling C and Mis. Francis Frye. Jr., of;
Don’t miss the all-state and
from weekly hatches for thc sea
which are arriving daily. Spe
Most broken promises were
W. J. FRENCH, 10 High Street, out-of-state
readership of the
rial Low Prices on, Keill-Tone Morris, was a member of the Glastonbury. Conn.
son for sale. Let the big birds '
made with the best intentions.
i Camden, Maine, Tel. CEdar 6 “Magazine of Maine’’ Classified
panel.
Paint. 1st Gal. at regular price
lay the big eggs. DUTCH NECK
An informal reception is being
i 3759.
15-tf Ads! Only 10c a word, $2 mini
HATCHERY. Melville Davis, Tel. j
2nd Gal for S1.98 or 1 Ql. Free,
Mrs. Aubrey Emery of Kittery held Thursday, at 8 p. m„ at the
AMERIC AN MERCHANTS
mum. paid in advance. Interest
DON
’
T
Discard
You
Old
Or
All
Quarts
81.39.
All
sates
final.
Waldoboro TEmple 2-9480.
23-tf
accompanied Mr. and Mrs. F. Chestnut Street Baptist Church to
MUTUAL INSURANCE
: antique furniture. Call H. JOHN ing to read, too: "Boat Mart” —
Carmote
Lobster
Buoy
Paint
at
"CLEMENTS
WHITE
LEG
COMPANY
Boynton Maxey home Thursday. observe the 15th anniversary ol
NEWMAN for restoring and re- “Flower Mart” — "Antiques” —
Special
I.ow
Prices.
Other
HORNS — pullet chicks grow
Minneapolis, Minnesota
finishing 48 Masonic St., Tel. "Trades” — Etc. DOWN EAST
She
will
be
joined
by
Mr.
Emery
Paints
75c
Qf.
and
up.
GaL,
the
pastorate
of
Rev.
Melvin
H.
Rockland
Maine
quickly, economically into healthy, ,
ASSETS DEC. .31. 1956
1106-M
1-tf MAGAZINE. Camden, Maine.
81.89 and up.
1647 W
for the weekend.
Dorr, Jr. All friends of Rev. and Bonds.
high producing layers.
Produce
$359,804.00
11-tf
LOBSTERS
wanted.
Top
prires
more eggs per bag of feed. Priced
Rev. Sterling Helmer and Ches
COMMERCIAL
Cash and Bank De
FARMS
WEU.l WEIX! WEI J.:
paid
for
good
stork.
REGAL
reasonably. Maine-U. S. Approved
posits.
97.976.39
Trade At Carr's
ter Wyllie, Lay Minister, were in
If it is water you need, write
LOBSTER CO.. Rockland 1705.
Pullorum Clean. Also Red-Rocks
Agents Balances or Un
R. W. DRINKWATER, Well Drill- |
attendance at Augusta this week to
_________________________
,
152-tf
• Black Pullets), Reds. Golden
collectedPremiums.
19.563.42
Where You Save Dollars
the Annual Ministers Conference of
WE BUY Scrap Iron, Metals. ing Contractor, P. O. Box 135.
Crosses for eggs. White Rocks for
Other Assets.
12.120.36
Camden. Tel. 2768. Installment j 586 MAIN ST.
ROCKLANDI
Rags and Batteries.
the United Baptist State Conven
meat. Write CLEMENT CHICKS.
plan
also
available,
no
down
pay

28A31]
MORRIS GORDON and SON
INC., Route 33, Winterport, Me.
Total Assets.
$489 464 17
tion.
Leland Street
Rockland ment necessary. Member of New '
(04
All tired out—rundown—no en
LIABILITIES. SURPLUS AND
England
and
National
Association.
'
ergy
or
ambition
—
never
feel
like
laOtf :
OTHER FUNDS, DEC 31. 1956
We are able to book more work
going out on an evening—wake
Reserve for Losses,
tl6.4M.10
now.
1-tf!
up still tired and discouraged.
Reserve for Loss Adjust
Thousands who fail to get from
SAW
Filing
and
Tool
Grinding
THOUSANDS OF WOMEN ARE ADDING AS MUCH AS
Clayt Bitler
their daily food the Important
ment Expenses.
3.308.56
promptly done. All work guaran- ‘
FOR LEASE
Iron-Iodine and Bi and B? Vita Reserve for Unearned
$50 A WEEK TO THE FAMILY INCOME AS
teed.
R.
F.
and
D.
R.
EATON.
Tel.
11
mins
they
need
have
felt
Just
like
Wants To See You About
Premiums.
334.4M.I4
that until they started taking
361-W, Rockland.____________ 106-tf
AVON REPRESENTATIVES.
14.461.37
FEKR1ZAN, the new wonderful Reserve for Taxes,
Fly
Northeast
Airlines,
ennneeModern Service Station
revonstruetive Iron-Iodine Tonic.
Goodyear Tires
Uons
made
for
all
lines.
We train you to start earning at once and provide an
The FERRIZAN Formula is de
Total Liabilities,
$368,738.17
signed to do you profound good
135-tf GIFFORDS. Rockland, Me. 89-tf
established territory.
Good Location. Small Investment Required.
if you are deficient in these Unassigned Funds
'Surplus I.
$130,736.00
strength-building Minerals and
PAINTING and Paperhanging. CESSPOOLS AND SEPTIC TANKS
Vitamins. ,
inside and out. all work positively i Cleaned, repaired and Installed,
MRS. EDMUND LEBRUN, Mgr.
FOR INFORMATION CALL ROCKLAND 115
Try FERRIZAN — start thia
Surplus as Regards
guaranteed. Will furnish material. Automatic cleaning equipment.
vary day and take It for 30 dava
Policyholders,
$130,738.00
HAMPDEN HIGHLANDS. MAINE
Work accepted Warren to Camden. Free Inspection and eatimatei.
on our guarantee ot absolute sa
OR
CAMDEN
CEdar
6-3063
tisfaction or money back. Get
Estimates free.
VAN E. RUS- SANI SEPTIC SERVICE, locally
Telephone Hampden 102 Collect after 6 ar Bangor 3256
Total,
$466,464.17
FERRIZAN today.
: SELL
Phone 676-M, Post Office owned and operated. Tel. Camden

FUNERAL SERVICES HELD MONDAY

St. George Dedicates New School

Feeling Old At
‘40,50 or 60?

>1-83

Box 701, Rockland.

73-tf! CEdar 6-3687.

Rtf

GOQDNOWb PHARMACY

25-T-M

9rags
aj*A

CUki
tijnT

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturdaf

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, March 12, 1957
The Business and Professional
Women’s Club will meet Wednes
day night, 7.30. at the Farnsworth
Museum for a business meeting. ,

1

1

I
r

r

<2
Mrs. Ethel Perry was elected
Mrs. Ralph Hooper and infant
son left Friday by plane to join Worthy Matron at the annual
her husband, A 3c Ralph Hooper meeting of Golden Rod Chapter,
who is stationed at Castle Airforce OES Friday evening at the Ma
sonic Temple.
Other officers
Base in Merced. Calif.
elected were James Roach, worthy
Mr. and Mrs. Waldron C. Biggs patron; Mrs. Elizabeth Davis, as
(Pauline Talbot) were honored at sociate matron; Alden Davis, asso
Miss Katherine
a reception Sunday from 12 to 1.30 ciate patron;
o'clock at the home of Mr. and Vcazie, secretary; Mis. Helen
Mrs. Horatio C. Cowan. Harbor Bean, treasurer; Mr- Margaret
Front. Receiving guests at the Simmons, conductress; Mrs. Pris
door were Mrs. Charles Foote. Jr. cilla Adams, associate conduc
and Mrs. Ernest Keywood. Mrs. tress; Mrs. Gertiudc Boody. Mrs.
John Snow circulated the guest Clara Watts and Wesley Knight,
book while assisting Mrs. Cowan finance committee. The installa
in serving were Mrs. Robert Hud tion will be held March 22 with
son, Mrs. Kennedy Crane, Jr.. Mis. Naomi Farrar and Samuel K.
Mrs. Frederic Bird. Mrs. Theodore Gamache, retiring matron and
Bird, Mrs. Katharine Derry. Mrs. patron as installing officers assist
Ralph
Cowan.
Mrs,
Horatio ed by Mrs. Gertrude Boody as
Cowan, Jr., Mrs. John McLoon. marshal and Mrs. Vivian Whittier
Mrs. Stuait Burgess. Mrs. Frank as chaplain. Leroy Chatto, com
Tirrell of Camden Mrs. Edward mittee on resolutions, presented a
Coffin and Mrs. Elmer Bird. II. of memorial for Mrs. Charlotte
Perry. The annual reports of the
Owls Head.
secretary, treasurer and finance
Mrs.
The Rockland Extension Asso committee were given.
ciation will meet Friday, 10.30 at Camilla Linekin was in charge of
the American Legion Home for an the supper which preceded the
all day session. Mrs. Mabel Fol meeting.

som, H.D.A. will have as her sub
ject. “Family Income.”
Mrs.
Marguerite Harris. Mrs. Minerva
Small. Mrs. Margaret Maker and
Mrs. Helen Terstiege will serve on
the dinner committee.

Mra. Alice Robinson will be hos
tess to the Junior Women's Club
at her South Thomaston home to
night at 8 o'clock. Deane Deshon,
recreational director, will be guest
speaker.

Taylor-Martz

Cap At Lewiston

Nuptials At

MISS SANDRA LEIGH FREEMAN AND Charles C. Lilly
Post A. L. To Hold
ARTHUR LEWIS TURNER ARE WED
St. Patrick's Dance

Glen Cove
The Junior Blessed Virgin Mary
Sodality will have a St. Patrick’s
Day party in St. Bernard's Hall
Wednesday at 4 p. m. Invited
.guests will be the boys of thc
parish who are Knights of the
Altar or members of St. Aloysius
Society. Co-chairmen for the af
fair are Mary Ellen Coakley and
Donna Bodman. Members of their
committees are: Rosemary Black,
Sharon Miller and Rosemary Lo
renzo. Officers of the club are:
Maryann
Blaisdell.
president:
Carol Clark, vice president: and
Jean Miller, secretary-treasurer.

Mrs. Frances Martz and Mar
cellus Taylor, both of South Hope,
were married Saturday night,
March 2. at the parsonage in Glen
Cove by Rev. William J. Robbins.
Their attendants were Mrs. Tay
lor’s three daughters. Miss Ro
berta, Miss Janet and Miss Lois
Swett. Mrs. Taylor’s son-in-law
and daughter. Mr. and Mrs. Gil
bert Leonard of Camden. Eddie
Robinson of Thomaston and Howard Carroll of Warren.

ITnr
•
V

Following the

/

of the 31 students of Central Maine
Mr. and Mrs. William Karl and
sons Peter and Billy motored to General Hospital, to receive her
North Abington. Mass., Sunday cap at the exercises held at the
where they visited Mrs. Mae De Lewiston High School auditorium
recently.
Miss Duffell entered
lano Schwab.
training last September and has
Mrs. Robert Lindquist is in at served in various capacities socialtendance at the Northfi. Id Confer ly and had the honor of presiding
ence on Christian World Missions as health and welfare advisor of
| and is serving as conference fcos- the Student Council.
She is a graduate of Camden
I tess. There are 503 in attendance
High
School, class of ’46, where
at the great event which is held
at the Northfield School. East she majored in the scientific
course.
Northfield, Mass.
I
Miss Duffell is the daughter of
The Civil War Memorial Asso- Mr. and Mrs. Herbert A. Duffell
| ciation met recently at the G.A.R. of Lincolnville.

A stated meeting of Bethlehem
Shrine. No. 4. older of the White
Shrine of Jerusalem will be held
at the Masonic Temple in Belfast
Thursday evening at 7.30. There
wlil be an election of officers at
j hall to make plans for a rummage
this annual meeting.
sale. April 6. at thc hall with Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. G. Chandler i Lina Carroll, Mrs. Ruth Thomp
Brackett of Medford. Mass., were son, Mrs. Maude Winchenbach.
weekend guests of his sister. Mrs. Mrs. Priscilla Smith and Miss
Lewis C. Sturtevant at the Cop Alice Smalley serving cn the com
mittee.
per Kettle.

The F.E.W. Cass of the First
Baptist Church will meet at the
home of Mrs. Gloria Spinney, Ingraham Hill, Thursday night for a
Bible Study.
Rockland Lady Lions will hold
•heir annual meeting and installa
tion of officers Wednesday eve
ning. 7 p. m., at a dinner meeting
at the Thorndike Hotel.

Mrs. Bessie Corey will entertain
h^ MacDonald Class Thursday
night at 7.30 at her home on Oliver
Hrcet foi- Bible Study.

Red Cross Adds

To Fund Drive
Committee
Joseph

Crowley,

chairman

of

the Industrial and Business Divi
sions for the Red Cross Fun<
Drive has announced that Mis
Barbara E. Morse «.vill act as ca*
tain of the group of volunteer
from the Zonta Club s liciting th
business
district.
Miss
Rut’
Emery will captain the volunteer
from the Business and Profession
al Women’s Club.
Thc opening day of tin* cam
paign in Rockland got off to
good start with a generous contr:
bution from tl. Texas Company
Additional tow i chairmen ap
ponted ar. : App'
n E win Man’
and
Malcolm
S irk;
Camder
Mrs. Virgil Jackson; Cushing
Frederick S. Hynd; St. Grorgc

Boody, Mrs. Victor Atwood, Mrs. Mrs. Wilfred Kilpenen; Unior
Frances Pierson, Miss Margaret Miss Ida Hughes
Robinson. Mrs. Alta Dimick, Miss
Gladys Blethen, Mrs. Ella Bird,
LOUDVILLE
Miss Annie Frost. Mrs, Edith
The mid winter term of seboe
Candage, Mr. and Mrs. Harold
began here on March 1.
Haskell and Mrs. Joseph Saunders.
A green parakeet, Chippy, ha
i come fo make his home witl
Stevie and Jennie Lee Carter.
Tiie
Kenneth Gifford's
anr
Stephen Carter's plan to spent
this weekend with relatives ant
friends in Portland.

set vice

a

recep

tion was held at the Grange Hall
in South Hope. Refreshments were
served by Mrs. Mat ion Hart, Mrs.
Hattie Linscott and Mrs. Marion
Merrifield. Miss Lois Swett had
Gaynor Studio charge of the gifts.

Edwin Libby Relief Corps will
meet
Thursday
afternoon,
2 j
o’clock at the G.A.R. hall for the
purpose of tacking a quilt. A pot
Miss Maxine E. Duffell
luck supper will be served at 6
p. m. followed by a regular busi
Miss Maxine Elizabeth Duffell of
ness meeting.
Camden ar.d Lincolnville, was one

The Browne Club will meet at
The W.C.T.U. met Friday with
the vestry Friday night with Mrs.
Mrs. Marion Lindsey for an al!
Dorothy Crie as hostess. It will
day work meeting. Much work j
be a study and work meeting.
was accomplished on bandages 1
and other hospital supp'ies for the
Volunteers week of March 11 at
Dr. Mary Cushman Medical Mis
the Cancer office are: Tuesday,
sionary
at
Chelesco
Angola.
Mrs. Carl Littlefield and Mrs.
Africa. A scrapbook for veterans
Frederick Dennison of Thomaston;
hospital was started. Mrs. Mary
Wednesday, Mrs. Philip Davis of
Hoffses would complete it. At
West Rockport; Thursday, Miss
i noontime a very tasty luncheon
Elizabeth Leavens and Mrs. Frank
I was served by the hostess assisted
McKinney of Thomaston; Friday, ! by Mrs. Helen Gregory. A short
Miss Peggy Simms of Clark Island
business meeting was held in the
and Mrs. Raymond Spear of
afternoon when it was announced
Thomaston.
the Silver Medal Speech contest by
pupils from the eighth grade would
The regular monthly meeting of
be held in the High School audi
the Rubenstein Club was held in
torium.
Wednesday
afternoon.
Farnsworth
Museum
Thursday
March 27.
The next meeting.
evening with Mrs. Bess Battey
March 22 would be held at the
Gowdy of Rockland in a piano re
home of Mrs. Clara Emery with a
cital of well-known numbers by
piogram on Temperance and Mis
famous German, Austrian and
sions. The week of April 22-28,
Polish composers of the 19th cen
has been designated by Governor
tury. Her final number was a
Muskie as Youth Temperance Edu
dancing song reminiscent of the cation Week.
stirring spirit of folk ballads. The
complete program is here omitted
Mis. Sidney Radcliffe and Miss
as Mrs. Gowdy is to appear in Katherine Veazie are co-chairmen
Thomaston next week for benefit of the supper at the Universalist
of the Federated Church in that Church, Wednesday at 6 o’clock.
town. Spontaneous applause fol Others serving on the committee
lowed each group of numbers arc Mr. and Mi s. Theodore Strong,
showing the appreciation of her Mr. and Mrs. Louis Walker, Mr.
audience.
Refreshments were and Mrs. Joshua Southard, Mr.
served by the president, Mrs. Rex and Mrs. Rex Garrett, Mr. and
Garrett, assisted by Mrs. John Mrs. Sherman Rokes. Miss Maude
McLoon, Mrs, George Roberts. Staples. Miss Therese Smith. Miss
Mrs. Barbara Griffith, Mrs. Lillian Priscilla Staples, Miss Maude
, Hupper, Mrs. Stanley H.ller, Miss
Joyce and Mrs. Nettie Frost.
[ Adelaide Holmes, Mrs. Gertrude
Social items, parties, weddings,
guests, all personal news for the
Courier-Gazette may be
tele
phoned to Mrs. Margaret Winchen
baugh, Tel. 76, Rockland, or
left at her home, 161 Limerock
street.
tf

Receives Nurses'

Universalist

Women Held
Session
Nineteen members of the Asso
ciation of Universalist Women of
Church of Immanuel, met in the
church parlor Wednesday, with
Mrs. William Robbins presiding.
Due to absence from the city the
scheduled speaker of the day, Alan
Grossman, was unable to be presnt, much to the regret of those
.vho were there.
A vote of thanks was extended
o the Work Committee of the
•hurch who carried out, successully, the project voted upon at
he February meeting, that is, to
have new draperies for the six
arge windows in the vestry. This
om mittee headed by Mrs. James
vloore. assisted by Mis. Ardrey
Jrff, Mrs. Susie Davis, Mrs. Ruth
Jenner, Mrs. Frances Lowe, met
nd completed the work in one
lay, while Mrs. Marie Keene,
Irs. Ralph Wiggin and Mrs. Wiliam Robbins served refreshments.
Attention was called to the obervance in the Congregational
hurch of World Day of Prayer .
or Friday, the 8th, and attendnce urged.
Mrs. Robbins conducted an inter
sting quiz on “What does the UnieYsalist Church Fellowship mean
o each one present?” the re
ponses were to thc effect that wc
ave freedom in faith, which is
nked with universal brotherhood;
hat we are all members of thc
uman race and share a common
estiny; that the measure of a
erson’s religion is the extent to
hich the well being of others is
nportant to one, etc.
The Association of Universalist
Yomen is the first national organiation of church women in this
auntry, former in 1869. In 1873
hr group was incorporated under
•rovision of a charter issued by a
pecial Act of Congress, District
f Columbia. The chief purpose is
hat every Universalist woman
ontribute some service to her
hurch, and that through unified
rganization express her faith in
;ervice and prayer.
\

---------------------

Methodist Fair

To Be Held On

November 14
The annual fair, which is put on
each year under thc auspices of
the Women's Society of Christian
Service of the Methodist Church,
will take plaee this year on Nov.
14 in thc church vestry.
The
general theme will be “Melody
Fair” with decorations in keeping
with the idea. The sale of articles
will start at 10 a. m. and continue
until 6 p. m. A public luncheon
will be served at noon and tea will
be served during the afternoon.
Mrs. Donald Calderwood and Mrs.
George Johnson, general chairmen,
have announced the following
booth chairmen:
Mrs. George Mank and Mrs.
Esther Graves, fancy work; Mrs.
Richard Fowler and Mrs. Thelma
Stanley, aprons; Mrs. Raymond
Fogarty and Mrs. Richard Haven
er, novelties; Miss Pearl Borger
son and Mrs. Donald Haskell, hand
knitted articles; Mrs. Melvin Car
penter and Mrs. Ronald Packard,
grabs; Mrs. Robert Uzzell and
Mrs. Cheever Ames, Christmas
decorations; Mrs. Bradford Ames
and Mrs. Newell Hodgkins, toys;
Mrs. Alfred MacFarland and Mrs.
Gershom Rollins, candy; Mrs. Wil
liam Koster and Mrs. Alvin Small,
cooked food.
Mrs. J. Webster Mountfort will
will have charge of the afternoon
tea and Mrs. Winfield Chatto, the
Snack Bar. Noon luncheon will be
under the direction of Mrs. Leroy

Chatt0' with M*'8' Robert G'fgoty
bea<l waitress.
The kiddies wil> be expertly entertained while mothers shop by
Mrs- Almond Pierpont and Mrs.
Vernon Studley. Decorations will
be Provided by the Baraca Class
and ^be Youth Fellowship will ass‘sb

HARRIET HIJBBARO AYER

LIPSTICKS

FAMOUS

% PRICE SALE

PEPPERELL SHEETS
Full count, 130 threads, bleached snowy white, long wear
ing muslin. We do not expect prices like these tor a long
time to come! Slight irregularities do not affect wear or
appearance! Limited stock, not all sizes available.

Reg.

SALE

63x99 Cot or Twin

2.15

81x99 Full Bed

2.39

1.69
1.98
2.15
45c

81x108 Long Full
42x36 Pillow Case

2.49
.55

Seutet-C’taiie'a
STORE HOURS: 9 to 3. FRIDAYS TIL 9.

1

Reg.

1

NOW

1.00

50 «

2 for 1.00

JOSIE ROBBINS
Correspondent
Ralph Cxton of Florida and
Tiomaston called on his aunt
Irs. Susie Hemenway. Thursday.
Callers of Mrs. Josie Robbins.
’hursday’were Mrs. Gladys Cunlngham and daughter, Mrs.
'rances Doughty, of Union.
Mrs. Phyllis Smith of Hope visi"d her mother, Mrs. Lewis Yataw, Thursday.

Free speech could be used with
'iscretion—especially when cnaged in a hot argument.

•plus lox
SENTER-CRANE'S

STORE HOURS:
9 fn 5 - FRIDAYS ’TIL 9

hii.fv
lOUA**Hnf°
JAVINGS

patient at the Osteopathic Hospital
in Waterville.
The Brownie Scout meetings will
be postponed three weeks due to
the illness of the leader, Mrs.
Yvonne Oakes.
Owls Head Grange will meet to
night at 8 o'clock.

An education is of little use if
a man lacks the ambition to do
things with the knowledge he has
acquired.

Pre-school children of age three
are eligible for the fluorine treat
ments which will be given start
Some men owe all they have to
ing March 14 at the Central School
their mothers—and some owe all
after school and continuing on thc
they have to those who trusted
15th and 18th. Consent slips will Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette. them.

Ackm'a

TAKE PLEASURE

rtUUW 0

IN ANNOUNCING

Tuesday

Troop 10 — Girl Scout
Banquet and Court of
Awards
7.30 p. ni. Coastmen’s Club
7.30 p. in. Adult Ait Class
Wednesday
3.30 p. ni. Girl Scouts — Troop 4
7.30 p. in. BPW Club
7.30 p. m. Junior Chamber of
Commerce
7.30 p. m. Theatre Guild

Thursday
10.30 a. m. Knox - Lincoln Exten
sion Class
3.30 p. m. Brownie Scouts —
Troop 18
7.30 p. m. Coast Guard Auxiliary

And OPEN HOUSE

Friday

3.00 p. m.

Educational Club

Conceit gives a man an exalted
opinion of himself, and he still re
tains a low opinion of human na
ture.

pondosan
CUT DOWN
APPETITE
AND
POUNDS
QUICKLY

AT CAMDEN

Thursday, Friday, Saturday and Monday

OIL
HEAT

TEL. SI
106-tf

AT BELFAST

All Week

Open Friday Evening '
OVER $1060 IN DOOR PRIZES

pondosan is a true
oppetite depressant
and weight reducer.

pondoaan Formula
helps control your
oppetite
so
thot
you
can
regain
your
slim
and
youthful figure.

Just Register, To Be Eligible To Win

At Each Store! Every Day If You Like
Belfast — "Achorn's" Street Floor Completely

Remodeled ...
Camden "Achorn's", New Depts. Added and
Have Expanded To Include Second Floor—

60% More Space ...
RULES FOR REGISTERING

OVER A MONTH'S SUPPLY

$2.98

• Register Each Hay At Both Stores If You Like — But Only One Prize To a Person.
• These Ilnor Prizes are the Generous Donations of Our Soarces of Supply and
Therefore Cannot Be Exchanged.
WINNERS WILL BE NOTIFIED

AT BELFAST - SATURDAY, MARCH 16 - 4.30 P. M.
AT CAMDEN - MONDAY, MARCH 18 - 4.30 P. M.
OVER 10t» DOOR PRIZES AT EACH STORE

A. C. McLoon Co.
ROCKI.AND

MRS FRANCIS DYER
Correspondent
Telephone 285-M3

6.30 p. m.

pondoean helps
you
to
cut out
calories without the
torture of hunger
pains. .You
can
lose pounds quicker
<with pondoaan*

For a limited time only,
these popular lipsticks in
eight best-selling colors at
this remarkable saving.
Handsome golden swivel
case, shades just right for
incoming Spring fashions.

rick's Day Dance Party. Party
will be held at thc Waldoboro High
School Auditorium on Saturday,
March 16, at 8 p. m. Music will
be furnished by Lewis Orchestra
of Boothbay Harbor.
Tickets for the dance party may
be obtained from most any Le
gionnaire. However if unable to
obtain tickets,
contact Philip
Creamer. Commander, who is
general chairman. Other Legion
naires on the various committees
are Joseph Moyes, Hector Denom
me, Dwight Sewell, Carl Cream
er, Edward Genthner,
Ralph
Hoffses.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur L. Turner (Miss Sandra L. Freeman)
The Ladies' Auxiliary of the LeMiss Sandra Leigh Freeman. while the bride’s grandmother.
g’on will have charge of the re
Rockland, became the bride of Mrs. Mildred Freeman presided freshment booth for the evening.
Arthur Lewis Turner of Long over the gifts. A lovely tiered
wedding cake made by the father
Cove, Saturday night at 7.30 at thc
of the bride was cut and served Gen. Kncx Chapter
home of the bride’s parents on the
by Mrs. Benjamin Smalley of
West Meadow Road.
Thomaston. Others serving were DAR To Entertain
Carnations and wedding bells Mrs. Lewis Turner, Mrs. Earle
Young Guests
formed the background for the Freeman and Mrs. Sara Turner.
single ring service performed by
On March 16, at 3 o’clock. Gen
Following a short wedding trip
Rev. Arthur Squires.
the couple will make their home eral Knox Chapter, Daughters of
The bride, who was given in on the West Meadow Road.
the American Revolution, is enter
marriage by her father, wore a
The bride is the daughter of Mr. taining its five Good Citizen can
ballerina length gown of aqua taf and Mrs. Earle Freeman and at didates and their mothers at a tea
feta with white accessories and a tended Rockland High School.
in the ‘‘Station”. The 37 chapters
corsage of shaded carnations.
The bridegroom is the son of in the State of Maine sponsor a
Miss Joyce Flagg as maid of
Mr. and Mis. Lewis Turner of senior girl as a good citizen from
honor wore a rose colored dress of
Long Cove and attended the St. every high school In the Estate.
soft wool with matching acces
At the State Conference in Port
George High School. He is pres
sories.
ently employed by the Hocking land on March 20 the name of one
Richard Freeman, brother of the Granite Industries,
of these candidates will be drawn
bride was best man.
Out of town guests were Mr. and as the State Good Citizen. She
Mrs.
Freeman,
the
bride’s
Mrs. William Bragg. Sr., Miss will attend the banquet to be held
mother wore navy blue with white
Sandia Bragg. Jesse Preston, Mr. at the Lafayette Hotel that night,
accessories
while
the
bride
and Mrs. William Bragg, Jr., and and be presented a $100 Savings
groom’s mother chose red with
children of West Rockport, Mr. Bond.
white accessories
The officers of General Knox
and Mrs. Benjamin Smalley, Sr.,
At the reception which followed, Mrs. Charles Lawry. Thomaston, Chapter and the chairman of the
Miss Diane Freeman, sister of the and Mrs. Sara Turner and family Good Citizen Committee will be
bride, circulated the guest book of Long Cove.
hostessese at the tea. Fred Per
kins of Warren will be guest
speaker, his subject, “The Renew
be signed at the school.
Owls Head
Mrs. Yvonne Oakes is a surgical ed Interest In American History”.

Open Thursday, Friday and Saturday Evenings

world-famous

AYERFAST

ing their second annual St. Pat

Museum Activities

>outh Hope

Sale!

The Charles C. Lilly Post, No.

149. American Legion, is sponsor

29-32

31-32

